
Inside. Supplement: Haverford and the Ardmore Coalition 

Rounding 
Out the 
NEWS 

Moratorium 

Schedule 

The following is a scheduled list 
of Moratoriu m events for 
December. 

Monday, Dec. 8 -
Thursday, Dec. 11 : 

~·ast in protest of t he war . The 
fast will begin after breakfast 
Monday, and will end after F ifth 
Day Meeting. 
Friday Dec. 12: 

Haverford students will hold a 
mock lottery at Haverford H .S. t o 
dramatize opposition to t he draft . 
Other such mock lotteries may 
possibly be held the following 
week. Contact Dan Balders ton , 214 
Gummere, MI 2-790 2, for t imes .' 
Friday and Saturday, 
Dec. 12 and 13: 

Leafl etting Christ mas sho ppers in 
Suburban Shoppin g Ce n ter, 
Ardmore , in an attempt to 
encourage shoppers to boycott war 
toys and GE produ cts . We would 
like to have leafletters at t he 
shopping center a t all t imes stores 
are open. Shifts of leafl etters will 
leave from in fron t of Ro berts Hall 
PROMPTLY at 8 :30 , 11:30, 2 :30, 
and 5:30 on Friday, and at 8:3 0, 
11:30, and 2:30 on Saturday . Or , 
come leaflet whenever you can. 
Coordinator, Rob Stables, 31 3 
Gummere , MI 2-0176 . 
Friday and Saturday, 
Dec. 12 and 13: 

Resistance 48 hour teach-in from 
•· 12: 01 a.m. Dec. 1 2 to 11 :59 p.m . 

·* Dec. 13 at St. Mary 's Church , 391 6 
Locust St. Sp ea k ers , films, 
workshops , e t c. Fo r m o r e 
information: Resistance 200 6 
Walnut St., 561-5080 . ' 

Coordinators for any activit ies · 
not listed here , should contact Josh 
Turner, 211 Gummere MI 9-1964 
immediately . ' 

May Day 
Tentative Undergrad suggestions 

. to raise money for the proposed 
student Center at Bryn Mawr include 

: cancellation of the yearly Under
. grad speaker, TI1e money fr om this 

Project would be added to existing 
· funds for a gala May Day celebra

tion resembling traditional, fa mous 
celebrations of a bygone era in 
order to raise funds for the Stu-

.; dent Center. 
il By reviving the cus tomary May 
g Day festival, Patty Gerstenblith 

(Continued on page 3) 

Student Participation in Admissions 
Is Topic of Open Meeting at BMC 

--Photo by T. Robb ie Anderson 

Joseph Califano , breaking a ten month 
silence, cri t icized t he Nixon Administration 
for wrapping the Vietnamese War in a flag . 
His Collection address last Tuesday drew 
national TV coverage. 

The Bryn Mawr College Council steering 
committee has planned an open forum for 
all members of the bi-college community, 
to be held Tuesday, Dec. 8 in Rhoads from 
7:15 to 8:15 p.m. to discuss the role of 
students in admissions policy-making and 
to explore opinions and actions relating 
generally to admissions. 

'I'd like to get some idea of to what 
ext~nt students wouid like to play an active 
part in admissions," said Director of 
Admissions Elizabeth Vermey after the 
planning session. She wanted to find out 
how students feel about involvement in 
high school visiting and campus guiding, 
and "whether they have any interest at 
all in working on the admissions 
committee," as well as "what kind of 
people students think we should be 
admitting." 

Miss Vermey also expressed concern 
over whether the image that people get 
of Bryn Mawr is an accurate one and to 
what extent It isn't, if it Isn't.'· 

Women's Liberation Meetings 

Are Initiated at Bryn Mawr 
By Bess Keller 

A discussion for those inter ested in any 
aspect of women's liberation drew more 
than forty Bryn Mawr students to Erdman 
the TUesday before Thanksgiving. coming 
together for the first time, the students 
expres sed a variety of concerns and experi
ences and ended by settling on discussion
study gr oups· for Tuesdays and Wednes
days. 

Although a focal point did not emerge 
from the di scussion, about a dozen active 
participants cover ed many aspects of 
women's oppression. Joan Mandie, a mar
ried Bryn Mawr gr aduate student in sociol
ogy, emphasized the loss of individualism 
involved in be ing considered solely as 
somebody's · wife and somebody's mother, 
as well as the difficulty of having a career, 
especially s ince "there is no satisfactory 
way to raise a child in this society ex
cept to do it yourself.'' 

Demeaning I mages 

Mr s. Mandie also gpoke of the demean
ing i mages women have of themselves. such 
im ages are promoted by stereotypes from 
the advertising industry, Terry Benes no
ted. Examples of the industry's genius 
were spread across the table. One picture 
of a luscious brunette wrapped in mink, 
entertaining the affection of a roguish
looking fellow, was captioned, ''TWO things 
make every woman happy. One is Emba 
(mink).'' 

Shared Laughter 

After shared laughter over this ad and 
others like it, Jean Canaday brought up the 
question of Bryn Mawr's special role as a 
woman's institution. Prudy Crowther quo
ted Herbert Aptheker, black studies profes
sor, as saying it was ridiculous that Bryn 
Mawr has no women's studies program. 
She herself was amazedat"howmanywom-

en go through Bryn Mawr without confronting 
this issue.'' 

Elaine Ciulla broached a subject that was 
mentioned frequently: how does society, and 
male society in particular, view the women 
who are concerned about their liberation? 
"If you talk about liberation,tt she said, 
"men think you have lost your femininity.'; 
Juliet Meyer mentioned the puzzled reac
tions she received even from girls in her 
dormitory when she mentioned women's 
liberation. 

Not a Symbol 
An inquiry was made as to whether mas

culine chivalry or feminine graciousness 
must be discarded if women are freed. 
Giga Madej responded that opening a door 
for a woman ••need not be a symbol of op
pression.'' "Are liberated women going 
to become men?" she asked rhetorically. 
Miss Benes expressed concern that liber
ated females not repeat the mistakes of 
men. Mrs. Mandie said, ' ·Maybe we should 
convince men to be less aggressive, 
not more by competing on their own terms." 
It was mentioned that women must decide 
what privileges they are willing to sacri
fice for their freedom. 

After about an hour and a half of discus
sion, Mrs. Mand1e proposed that a dis
cussion group be formed which would look 
for "action -oriented projects•; on the Bryn 
Mawr campus. Peggy McGarry pointed out 
that people pushing for the study of women, 
second semester) in the form of indepen
dent work would be preparing the way for 
a program of such courses, Miss Crow
ther said she thought it was important that 
as broad a female cross-section as possible 
attend the meetings, and wanted them pub
licized accordingly. She suggested that in
terested women read the beginning of Sim
one de Beauvoir's THE SECOND SEX in 
preparation for the first discussion meet
ings. 

Self Gov president Faith Greenfield 
also mentioned the steering committee's 
discussions of whether student campus 
guides should write up reports of the ap
plicants whom they guide, as well as 
the problem of selling Bryn -'Mawr to 
black students. 

Miss Greenfield also mentioned as 
another topic of discussion at the meeting 
the problem of the varying preparation of 
entering freshmen. Miss Greenfield said 
the steering committee noted that the 
College no longer ''takes intellectual 
maturity for granted,' ' done in the past, but 
felt that "more seminar and consultation 
work'' should be substituted for introductory 
lecture courses in .which freshmen are 
placed. 

Miss Vermey also wished to use the 
forum to clarify students' impressions of 
"how the admissions procedure works" 
within the flexible criteria applied by the 
Admissions Office. 

She wanted to discuss " the idea 
that there's something sound about a 
women's college" particularly in light of 
the women's liberation movement, since 
''There are a lot more options for women 
than there were 10 years ago.' 

Miss Vermey said the number of 
applications for the class of '74 which the 
admissions office has received to date is 
''exactly even with last year--but last year 
we were down'' because of Yale and other 
colleges which had opened their doors to 
women for the first time. 

Miss Greenfield mentioned ideas for 
expanding the admissions office, which now 
occupies cramped quarters on the first 
floor of Taylor. The committee had dis
cussed using Room A to increase 
the admissions office's facilities. 

Support of GE Strike, 
Boycott of War Toys 
In Moratorium Plans 

Vietnam Moratorium activities scheduled 
for Dec. 12 and 13 will involve Bryn Mawr 
and Haverford students working in support 
of the workers in the General Electric 
Strike and also in urging consumers to boy
cott war toys and GE products. 

The planned boycott also focuses on Gen
eral Electric as one of the major war p~;o
ducers in the nation. 

A major aspect of this Christmas-time 
Moratorium is the urging of students and 
faculty to donate to various peace organiz
ations rather than buying Christmas and 
Hanukah gifts. Students are urged to ask 
friends and relatives to do the same. 

A fund called Sacrifice for Peace has been 
set up to receive moneys donated by stu
dents and faculty willing to make the sac
rifice of not buying gifts. Working in a 
way similar to the United Fund, the fund will 
receive funds earmarked for particular or
ganizations, in addition to dispersing those 
moneys not earmarked. 

The fund may also be used as a receiver 
(Continued on page 10) 
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II ~ :c~=~~~~: ~~=t ~~.~~:~.~~~~:.:~ fuo J~l•t 
through Sunday. Discussion Group with Dr. I. Passors 

Capsule Summary ~! 
"On New Year's Day the decree is inscribed and on the Day of Atonement it is ·· 

sealed, how many shall pass away and how many shall be born; who shall live and } 
who shall die; who shall attain the measure of man's days and who shall not attain ) 

:: :!.~":~~~~~~~ ;:;.:~&·;~v. ~~::~~:~~t~~;:,~ ~:::~\:.~:~~ ,!l 

lay between the numbered board at Selective Service headquarters and the num- · .. 
bered dead at song My. The decree applies to all. At a time when all our heads <' 
~u:ts!n:~~~~ld!~ ~~~::~t~b:: Song My, we must somehow reaffirm the humanity i!! 

Just as conceptions of mere numbers of slaughtered must be shunted aside •:•:•: 
in humble attempts to grapple with any and all murder and war, so must thoughts ( 
of birth dates , now birth rights, be discarded--for there is no difference , ) 

~e f~~~~o;r c;~:r:iu::~w~~n s~ngn':;e:~g t~~l~~~ha~~e ar~~i~~~~~~ek~~l;~; t~~~o~~: \\ 

~~~c:!~;::~~ ~~~;r~er:~; -:~~~=~l~e ta~es t~:a~u~::; t~: ~~~ ~i;:~:~~ J:u~~ •. ! .. 1._1 •...••..•...• • .. 

We must remember-or we are all dead at Song My. 

~I 

"Emper or Jones" by O'Neill at at 11 a.m. in the Bryn Mawr Common 
Villanova Friday and Saturday at Room. 
8:30p.m. The DePasquale QuartetwithSylviaGlick-

"Fanny Hill" at the Ardmore Theatre man, piano, at 8 p.m. in Roberts (free) 
"Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid" at Haverford-Bryn Mawr Duplicate Bridg~ 

the Suburban Theatre Club, 1:30 p.m., Jones Basement. 
"The Madwoman of Chaillot" at the Bryn Monday, Dec. 8: 

Mawr Theater Coffee at Pem West from 10:30 to 1!, 
"Alice's Restaurant' ' at the Eric, Wynne- Tuesday, Dec. 9: 

wood. Coffee at Erdman, 10:30 to 11. 
Nelson Flack paintings on exhibit in the Harps ichord. and organ music by Temple 

Bowl Room, Houston Hall, Penn, Fri. Painter m Roberts at 10:40 a.m 
and Mon. from 9 to 5. Dr. Paul Sigmund of Princeton w1II speak 

on "The Christian Democratic Move-
Friday, Dec. 5: ment in Latin America _ the Ch!!ean 
Chamber Music concert in the Common Situation" at 3 p.m. in the BMC Common 

Room, Bryn Mawr at 8 p.m. Room. 
" Citizen Kane," Stokes, 8 p. m. Haverford "A Ballad of Love," sponsored by the 

Film Series. Russian Club at 8 p.m. in the BioLecture 
Juilliardstring Quartet in Clothier Hall, Room, 75~. 

Swarthmore at 8:15p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 10: 

Saturday, Dec. 6: 
" Mr. Arkadin," Haverford Film Series 

at 8. p.m. in stokes 
Basketball with Johns Hopkins at 8:30 

p.m. away. 
Serendipity Gospel Concert at 8:30 p.m. 

Roberts. $1.25 
Activities at the Crypt: Gordon Lowe, 

folksinger. from 10 to 11 p.m.; the 
NoP Doctior Four, a barbershop 
quartet till 11:30; the Choraliers, a 
choral group from Chestnut Hill College, 
till 12:30 • . 

Coffee at Rhoads, 10:30 - 11. 
Wrestling with King's Collegeat3:30,here 
''The Horse's Mouth,'' Haverford 

Film Series, 8 p.m. stokes. 
Basketball with Eastern Baptist at 8:15 

p.m. 
Thursday, Dec. 11: 
Coffee at Rockefeller, 10:30 - 11. 
"Black Orpheus" at 7:30 and 9:15 p.m. 

!..1 the. Bio Lecture Room, Bryn Mawr 
Film Series. 

Prof. Daniel Williams of Union Theo
logical Seminary speaks on "Science 
and Truth'' at 8:30 p.m. in stokes . I 

I 
... .---------------------------

. ·.·.·. 
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Lucky and Unlucky Must Face 
Dilemma of Military and Militarism 

Bv Bennett Schotz 

In recent years at Haverford only few is
sues have managed to create a feeling 
of unity for the entire student body or even 
a large portion of it. Last year's uprising 
against comps was such an event; two years 
before was the impassioned student-admin
istration confrontation. 

And though the stimulu s was very differ
ent, for a brief time this week, during the 
draft lottery drawing and its aftermath, 
something of the same sort took place 
here. For that short time, with all the cap
sules in the bin, everyone's tension was the 
same. An important part of everyone's fu
ture was reduced to a slip of paper in one 
· f those capsules. Our individual fates 
1ere identical, and each subject to noth

mg but chance. The differences between 
us were nothing. 

No matter what one's political persuas 
ion, all seem agreed that this draft 
lottery was at least a s tep in the right di
rection. senator Kennedy wants assuran
ces that fur ther revisions will be cons id
ered next year. Even President Nixon 
has said he will not be satisfied until we 
have a volunteer army. Though few lay 
claim to a clear vision of where this coun
try is headed in the near future, many --
including many of us , no less than those in 
power --- fee l that an advance has been 
made. 

Differences Erased 
Putting everyone in the s ame boat some

how makes the selective service system 
mor e just. It lightens the burden on each of 
us. At age 19 everyone knows pretty much 
where he stands. Those in jeopardy know 
their position; and those with deferments 
don't have to feel the guilt of privileg·e , 
since when those deferments run out, each 
has his place waiting for him. And each 
person's place has been determined in 
the fairest way, i. e . randomly - where all 
the differences between him and his peers 
are erased. What has not been made clear 
i s the way each person's responsibility is 
now, in fact, infinitely greater. 

Each person's fate was attached to a 
piece of paper. With the twist of the 

drawer's wrist, the decision is made. The 
choice is a matter of the simplest arbi
trariness. The differences between all of 
us are erased. As far as the lottery is 
concerned, I am truly no different from 
anyone else. A capsule, equally suscep
tible to the drawer's hand, stands for each 
of us. Had his hand been an inch to either 
side, some draftees' lives would have been 
exchanged for others'. The person who es
capes military service and the responsibil
ity of killing for our country could just as 
easily have been faced with the hard ques
tions which military duty presents. 

Fates not Severed 
seeing that everyone's fate was a mat

ter of such · pure contingency, one does 
not sever his own fate from the fates of 
those who were not so lucky in the lottery. 
Rather, he recognizes that each person's 
fate could have been his own. If he doesn't 
like the thought of someone having to kill 
for our · country, he must do something to 
make sure that no one has to face that sit: 
uation; or r ather, that he faces it squarely. 

Due only to the simplest luck are that 
inductee' s actions his and not my own. 
" What would I so if I were- in his position• · 
is the question each of us answer . Each 
now more clearly sees him self in the ac
tions of those others whose numbers came 
up, and acts a s if · he has faced those dil
emmas from which the lottery seemed 
to save him. 

This is neithe r an attempt to absolve 
those who will be called -up of their indi
vidual responsibility, not to bring eternal 
passive guilt upon those whose capsules 
somehow filtered to the bottom of the bin. 
I merely emphasize the necessity for all 
of us to face the issue of military 
service and militarism in general --- to 
see it as a problem for collective action. 
For now we are all out there on the battle
fields, and only when there are no battle
fields will we have achieved peace. 
The military will not collapse of its own 
accord. But we are its technicians and 
cannon fodder. If, as we so often hear, 
lar ge numbers of us are against killing; 
and if we see the draft properly, the mili
tary cannot survive. 

Letters to 'the Editor 
Time 

To the Editor: 
Two academic topics concerning stu

dents are now the center of dis
cussion at Haverford. One regards the 
preference for an informal ; oral evaluation 
as the central method of testing in the 
sophomore inquiry. The other is the desire 
of some students to replace the present 
grading system with a written evaluation of 
each student. In all the discussion I have 
read or listened to I have yet to note a 
single student mention one important 
factor in these issues: the problem of 
TIME. 

To me this denotes an incredible, but no 
doubt unconscious, lack of sensitivity and 
imagination on the part of those students 
who demand of the faculty that they spend 
endless hours talking to sophomores and 
more endless hours writing evaluations 
of every student. 

My husband was attracted to Haverford 
for a number of reasons, but two of them 
were the high value placed on teaching 
and the chance to establish more than 

just the traditional academic relationship 
with students characteristic of most pro
fessor-student encounters. We enjoy hav
ing student-s in our home for dinner and 
for a chance to talk in a relaxed manner 
in an unacademic setting. 

However, my husband works a MINIMUM 
of 60 hours a week regularly, and during 
exams or heavy com mittee work, these 
hours can go up by 5 or 10 a week. 
Now I ask'· the students who suggest, 
and even demand, that their academic 
ideas be implemented whether they do in
deed realize that their teachers have 
private lives as well as professiona!ones. 
That is, that professors have families, 
outside responsibilities, and hobbies. My 
husband has two evenings and one day at 
home, normally. He wishes to spend some 
of the time with his family, some with his 
wife only, or with wife and friends, and 
some by himself. It does not require a 
college education to realize that there are 
still only 24 hours in a day and seven 
days in a week, no matter how much 
pther things have changed. Given the 60 

(Contin ued o n page 3) 
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The Industrial Areas Foundat ion 
. will conduct a training ins titute. 
· December 10-20 at the Institute, 528 

N. Michigan Ave., Chicago. 
; There Is no charge for s tudents 

;::t ~~~~p~cf:Cr!~c::~eiod~~~;s s~~ •• , .• , .• ,!,.,: 

pay for his own expenses. 
The IAF is currently organizing · · · 

a drive against specific corporations / 

rr~:.:::~::=::::l:~::: il 
slltute should write for an applica- :;:: 
tion c/o the Industrial Areas Foun- !:.:) 
dation at Its . address in Chicago. 

State 
Department 

Miss Dorothy Berkeley, u.s. State 
Department recruiter, will be in 
Philadelphia Dec. 8 through 12, at 
the Pennsylvania state Employment 

I 
~{~f{~5~~tTtBf ··'.i •. •.i.' 

WAlnut 3-2800. Miss Berkeley will 
be recruiting secretaries, com- < 

2l~Jtf~:~~;~:~~~;;;:; ~~ 
excellent health, at least 21 years 
at age, and willing to serve at any 
at the Department' s 300 embassies. 
They must also be adaptable and 
flexible. 

Letters 
(Continu ed from page 2 ) 

or 70 hours of professional work and 
the other requirements and needs mention
ed, I would .ask those students clamoring 
for more hme: who will be sacrificed 
so that all the students' needs will be 
satisfied? 
. As children grow into teenagers their 

lives become infinitely more complex and 
bewildering socially, intellectually and 
emotionally. They need time with their 
fathers. All of the women I have known 
on this campus, college graduates or not 
are intelligent people who need the in~ 
tell.ectual and social companionship of 
their husbands and his colleagues and 
wives. 

Many of the faculty are involved in 
some outside group, whether academic 
religious, cultural, social or political: 
And finally, many have hobbies which 
provide relaxation from the tensions and 
frustrations of the environment, a point 
which I'm sure all students appreciate. 

This letter is not intended as a com
plaint. Nor is this letter intended to 
minimize the pressures and problems 
that most college students everywhere 
face, both practical and psychological. 
Finally. this letter makes no attempt to 
pass judgment on the potential structure 
of the sophomore inquiry or quantitative 
grading. All that I intend is to communicate 
to Haverford students the need for giving 
some thought to the factthat the y have neg
lected to comprehend one of the values 
that this College wishes to see realiz~d 
in its graduates- -that we view one another 
as complex human beings and not merely 
as role players. 

I can assure the students thatifapurely 
oral sophomore inquiry were actualized, 
and if all quantitative grading were eli
minated, the drug culture would spread 
from students to faculty. There would be 
no other way of keeping the faculty awake 
except by dispensing amphetamines con
tinuoasly! 

Name Withheld 

Law School 
To the Editor; 

The students of the University of Miami 
Law School are actively working to :r:.e
curit students for our school. As far as 
we know we are the only student body 
which is Independently working on such a 

tottery Lesse ns N eeded Attack 
On Selective Service System 

By Mike Mclemore 

The passing of the first draft lottery in 
.\mertca since 1942 should not go by 
rithout mention. 

There are the winners the losers and 
lliooe in the Twilight Zone'. Yet we ha~e all 
loot. ' 

/ urlng the Johnson administr ation, when 
~sent was at its peak, we focused our 

~rotest against Hershey and a Select ive 
~rvice that was openly mired in inequity. 
Then the issue was blatantly obvious . 
Now there is a Selective Service System 

ohich smacks of fairness - -relying on old 
lady luck. And the issue is less clear. 
How are dissidents going to r eform cur

rent National Guard and Reserve recruit
ment Pol!cies? Won't it be the case that 
~e Protest constituency, already thinned by 

1~ges !.n national temper ament, will be 
lh rther thmned by decreased interest among 

ose who are " home safe?' • 

Few Zealots 
Surely there will remain a few zealots 

•ho have high numbers and will still take 
~live concern in the draft , but that brand 
. Idealism seems to be diminishing- -not 
Increasing. 

ha Thus, many persons who would formerly 
t·ve sympathized with wide -scale equaliz 

ahaion of American military service or would 
ve ' alt opossed ma ndat o r y service 

~~ether, have· been appeased. Much 
t~t .er reform appears to be doubtful, 

Is, its fate rests in the motivation of the 
executive. 

. When one lapses into what is becoming 
Inc reas · h Ingly popular- - r eminiscence - -
w~ remembers those presc ient protestors 
Bu~ .~rged that ·the goals remain broad . 
Her 1h was easier to feel revulsion agains t 
tha 5 ey or a few petty inequities, rather 

n opposing a nebul~us intellectual idea. 

How we have seen the focii of our protest 
corrected, but much remains untouched. 

I think that America's military is best 
made up of persons other than those who 
conscious ly want to fight in wars . A pro
fessional volunteer army could eliminate 
whatever restraining influences exist in the 
military today. 

And now that the selection of the draftee 
pool is somewhat more equitable and open, 
is it really worth the effort to rail against 
the back doors and clever dodges? 

Intuitive Expectation 
Whether or not the number of draftees 

will actually decrease, everyone intuitively 
thinks it will. Certainly, according to the 
prevailing mood, we will become no more 
involved in Vietnam than we a r e now. 

So it appears the nation will need fewe r 
soldiers. So fewer men will visibly 
go through corrupt channels. So the corrup
tion will draw less attention. 

Where we were once faced with the op
pressive pe·rsonality of Hershey and r e 
peated instances of chicanery, we will now 
be fighting an unassailable r oulette wheel. 
Will selective s ervice continue to draw the 
kind of wra th that will force men to change 
it? 

I doubt it. 

Chamber Music 
The r e will be a progr a m of chamber 

mus ic presented by the s tudents of the 
de Pasqua le -Glickman pr ogr am and the 
students ofthe Bryn Mawr Chamber Mus 
ic pr ogram under the direction of Car
oline Cunningham in the Haverford Com
mon Room at 8 p.m. tonight. All a r e 
we lc ome and ad miss ion is free . · 

~rogram. We have an excellent reputation 
m the academic and legal community 
but as students we are upset that man; 
undergraduates who are considering going 
to law school are unaware of our exist
ence. To counteract this lack of know
ledge, not only of our existence but 
also of our qualifications, w: are 
contacting several of the top schools in 
the country which are not now represented 
in our student body to encourage the stu
dents of those schools to consider attend
ing our law school. A copy of our bul
letin and other literature has been sent 
to your placement office. 

In addition to our academic achieve
ments and reputation, we believe the re
lationship between the school administra
tion and the students should be considered 
by potential applicants. Contrary to the 
policy in most schools, the administra
tion has, is, and will be glad to work 
in cooperation with student projects. This 
program is but one example of a student 
designed, organized and run program 
with the cooperation, but not control of 
the administraion. other exam;les 
include the final exam and class schedules 
which are designed by student committees 
subject to faculty approval. We have 
also instituted an ombudsman program 
staffed by law students to handle school 
related administrative problems of stu
dents in all the other s c h o o 1 s 
of the university. Yet another program is 
our speakers council which again is run 
by the students independently of school 
control. Last year the speakers council 
gave over one hundred and fifty present
ations to public schools, luncheon clubs, 
and other civic groups on such subjects 
as civil disobedience , criminal justice, 
narcotics, and consumer protection. 

If you a r e interested in a law school 
which will consider you as an individual, 
listen to your suggestions and ideas instead 
of treating you as a mindless identific
ation numbe r , as well as provide a good 
legal education, then we sincerely, as stu
dents of this school, urge you to consider 
coming on down in Miami. Additional in
formation is available from your school 
placement office, the Office of Admis
sions, University of Miami School of Law, 
Coral Gables, F lorida, or from me. 

To aid in our program to recruit stu
dents we would appreciate your printing 
this letter in your newspaper. possibly 
as some form of letter to the editor. Your 
cooperation is appreciated and if I can be 
of assistance to you or any student who 
is interested in more information please 
write. Thank you. 

W. Kent Clarke, Jr. 
Chairman 

S.B.A. Recruitment Committee 

Sore Losers 
To the Editor: 

We hereby wish to make it matter of 
public record that our beloved and es
teemed roommate, James Arthur Lycett, 
(alias the Monkton Mauler) was not, re
peat not, born on Sept. 14th, Therefore, 
contrary to vicious, back-biting rumors 
perpetrated by dirty, rotten, hippie-freak 
sore losers , James will be with us a bit 
longer. Praise the Lord and pass the 
ammunition. 

Curtis R. Smith '72 
G. Lawrence Phill ips '72 

Donald Casey '72 

Dull and Repetitious 
To the Ed itor: 

At the risk of sounding dull and repet
itious, I'd like to point out that Haver
ford is getting dull and repetitious. 

I guess it's because our academic ex
perience has been so uniform and pre
dictable all along, that books and class
es no longer offer the joyful discover
ies that they once· did. That's too bad, 
but what's worse is that our response 
has been just as uniform and dull and pre
dictable. we grumble, we commiserate, 
we become cynical, we reach the heights 
of passivity and indifference. Great, that 
me ans that we've beaten the system! 
It no longer bothers us ! We don't care! 
u nfortunately, we also become dead in
side. 

Maybe too much has been given to us. 
we approach life as passive consumer s . 
we r ely on other s to give us an ed
ucation, to give us a perfect society, 
to give us values and meaning in life. 
Though we ostensibly reject the American 
way of life, we have all of the American 
middle clas s traits: we' re well-off, 
privatis tic , bored, cynical, troubled, 
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afraid, conformist. 
And like the rest of American soc

iety, we have answers staring us right 
in the face. On campus, we need new 
experiences, innovations in curriculum, 
grade reforms, student union facilities, 
co-education, more creative outlets. Off 
campus, we need more involvement pro
jects, more cooperation with the neigh
boring community, more opportunities to 
expose students to different ways of life. 

But Haverfor d isn't like the rest of 
America. Haverford can be moved. How
ever, ar e we going to wait for Haver
ford to "give" us new experiences, to 
''give" us innovations? When are ·we 
going to stop waiting and mumbling, and 
start taking our education into our own 
hands? Ever y individual step that is 
taken expands Haverford's horizons for 
all of us. 

Frank O'Hara 72 

Grades 
To the Editor: 

Having listened to the multi-faceted dis
cussions in EPC and having tried (so far 
rather unsuccessfully) to get opinions 
from all members of the community, 
rather than just those of the council 
president and the editor of the NEWS, I 
feel that the two editorials, "Grades, 
Again" and "Consensqs" (NEWS, Nov. 
22) are in blatant contradiction to one 
another. 

It seems slightly unfair to me to con
demn a committee, either individually or 
as a group, simply because you think you 
disagree with them and before you have 
confronted them on the issues. Speaking 
for myself, and I am sure, for the other 
members of EPC, we would be only too 
glad to talk with you, individually or as 
a committee, on tli.is subject. I would 
hope that we can "approach the above is
sues with patience and reasor., and leave 
the shouting to others." 

Bob lhrie '70 

Debate 
To the Editor: 

Dave Finley's letter in the last issue 
of the NEWS tops off one of the most 
farcical and repelling debates of the year. 
We have been assaulted with ideas about 
the impropriety of ' 'public" beer parties, 
the necessity of beer for the weekend's 
success, and the creeping power of the 
administration. If you wanted a decision 
sooner, Bart, why didn't you raise the is
sue earlier? Do you really think 
beer is ABSOLUTELY necessary to make 
an enjoyable weekend? Dean Lyons, if ;<it 
is more appropriate for the Honor council 
to interpret and explain this issue'' why 
have you not done so? Why have you per
mitted yourself to be concerned so public
ly and one -sidedly? Why the fuck are we 
wasting our breath over such a trivial 
issue ? I refuse to believe that this matter 
is more than a random and accidental dis
play of mental lapse on the part ofall who 
participated. It is tiring and eventually 
repugnant to hear sly implications of 
administration . absolutism. It is wearying 
to hear that the College would be laying 
"its prestige on the line" for a beer 
party (!). 

This is why Dave's letter is so dis
turbing - it adds more inconsideration to 
the pile already mouldering on the pages of 
this paper. Dave has a valid point, but 
the cheap reflection on Bart's motives 
would be immature regardless of how Dave 
phrased it. 

we have to stop these petty and self
defeating arguments: this campus is being 
driven into apathy because various people 
keep trying to make minor issues major. 
An individual has only a limited store of 
concern he can summon up foreachinter
minable and inconclusive controversy over 
this college and the thousand things 
that affect it. The fact that a satisfactory 
solution was reached in the beer con
troversy tells me that all this shi.t was 
unnecessary. It's time for us to 
shut up and reflect until we have some
thing to say. 

Eric Benke '72 

Excellence 
To the Editor: 

I hail the "commitment to excellence" 
as realistic in dealing with the questions 
that confr ont our Colleges (NEWS Oct. 
24). , 

State supported colleges and universi
ties, with highly qualified faculties and 

(Co ntinued on page 10) 
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Viewpoint: 

Bi-College Community Is Antiquarian; Not Satisfying Coeducation Need 
By Bart Craig, Judy Hurwitz, 

and Jordan Pober 

Bryn Mawr College and Haverford col 
lege are like two octogenarians who have 
been going steady since high school. The 
marriage and its inherent benefits should 
have been consummated long ago. There was 
once a time when Haverford and BMC were 
among the most progressive, forward think
ing educational institutions in this coun
try. The two schools could maintain their 
separate institutional frameworks and still 
have a close working relationship that al
lowed for token integration of classes and 
a kind of "let's play co-ed" attitude. That 
attitude was adequate for its day. Today it 
is grossly inadequate! Today, at the end of 
the decade of the 1960's, the rest of the ac
ademic world has caught up and passed Bryn 
Mawr and Haverford. Princeton, Yale, and 
vassar all have either gone co-ed or have 
made plans to do so in the near future. Yet 
BMC and Haverford continue to allow their 
institutions to stand in the way of a positive, 
meaningful, beneficial new step in education. 
At one end 'Of Lancaster stands Haverford 
with its token women students, at the other 
end of Lancaster stands BMC with its token 
male students. Neither college has faced 
the need to go co-ed. With reference to 
Haverford, President Coleman was quoted 
in a recent Haverford Horizons" .. . we are 
making· no serious study of co-education at 
this time." When both colleg·es have tas
ted the need for co-education, how can we 
continue to maintain an unnatural environ
ment? But we should do more than just 
study the possibility of co-education. Hav
erford and Bryn Mawr should seriously be 
investigating how they can overcome the 

institutional impediments that stand in the 
way of merger or co-institutionalization. 

There are three major reasons for the two 
colleges to become one. Thefirstisthatwe 
have a common community between the two 
student bodies. Look at our academic and 
social life. Most classes are open to stu
dents of both schools except where petty 
departmental differences make it impos
sible. The respective libraries are open 
and regularly used by students of both 
schools. we maintain identical academic 
calenders. The two colleges have one news
paper, the Bryn Mawr-Haverford College 
News. There is the Bryn Mawr Haverford 
Drama Club. we join together for protests 
in washington and in the local area. Does 
anything indicate the presence of a common 
bi-college community more than the social 
life of Haverford and Bryn Mawr? All this 
exists in spite of the annoyances of institu
tional fragmentation of the community. 

Direct Injury 

There are those who would argue that if 
nobody is hurt by the present system, why 
try to change it? Besides the fact that the 
two student bodies are trapped in an unnat
ural environment there are others being 
directly injured by the institutional bar
riers that separate Bryn Mawr and Haver
ford. We speak now of BMC girls who would 
like to major at Haverford. Where a differ
ence in approach is offered many BMC stu
dents who would like to major at Haverford 
are not allowed to do so. we speak of the 
female exchange students from smith, sar-

ah Lawrence, Vassar, and Bryn Mawr stud
ying at Haverford. Many of these girls 
who by their very presence, have made th~ 

-----
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college community a more pleasantexperi
ence, have expressed a desire to transfer 
to . Haverford as degree candidates. The 
response to their requests has been no. 
The reason has been that Haverford doesn't 
know what would be the Bryn Mawr reaction 
to that change. Haverford's administration 
seems unsure of the effects on cooperation 
with BMC of accepting girls as degree can
didates. we have continually been told that 
Haverford must stand for ''respect for the 
individual within the context of a communi
ty." There are few people on campus who 
are dissatisfied with these girls as individ
uals. Only the structures of the two col
leges, where there should be one, are thwar
ting efforts to deal with the female ex
change student's as indi victuals in a joint 
community. 

Positive Good 
Aside from the common community be

tween BMC and Haverford, and the fact that 
certain members are being hurt by the ar
chaic institutional divisions that exist with
in it, there is the fact that real co-educa
tion is a positive educational good. In the 
''real" world men and women live and work 
together naturally. It stri~es us that to 
claim that males and females should be ed
ucated by segregated institutions is to negate 
the natural world. There are some who 
would claim that we can have the benefits 
of co-education through exchange programs. 
However, exchanges are not real solutions. 
The fact that thirty mal.es are living at BMC 
and thirty females are living at Haverford 
doesn't make either institution co-ed. First 
of all the proportions are too small. Be
cause two separate institutions are involved, 
there is much confusion about the rules un
der which the exchange students should live. 
This vagueness about rules seriously limi
ted the numbers participating in the current 
BMC-H'ford exchange. There were 75 girls 
who wanted to come to Haverford but, be-

New Direction 
Clothing 

cause of the confusion about rules, there was 
not enough Haverford interest to accompli h 
an exchange of that magnitude. Because ~
cne mstltutwnal dlVlSIOns within one com
munity, the girls from Vassar,SarahLawr
ence, and Smith live under the Haverford 
Honor Code, while BMC female exchan 
students live under a vague -adaptation ~ 
Bryn Mav:r's rules. The onty result of an 
exchange 1s token co-education. As long as 
Bryn Mawr and Haverford refuse to reaJ. 
ize that there is one community divided al
ong artificially contrived institutional 
bou~daries we wm constantly deal with con
tradictory rules, and an insensitivity tow
ard certain individuals. We ask that Bryn 
Mawr and Haverford begin now to consider 
rearranging their institutional makeup to 
fit the human reality of the bi-college com
munity. 

Women-'s Liberation 
Is abortion a crime _or should women 

have control over their own bodies? 
Is there a qualitative difference in female 
and male education? How and why are 
sexual politics practiced? How does 
advertising shape sex role images? 
These and many other questions of 
importance will be the subject of work
shops on Sunday, Dec. 14 at 1 p.m. 
on the Haverford campus (exact 
location to be announced). Members of 
the Bryn Mawr-Haverford communltv 
are invited to attend, and males ar~ 
especially encouraged to come. 

Plans for these workshops grew out 
of a meeting of Haverford exchange 

· girls interested in women's liberation 
but particularly concerned with the 
problem of introducing females to a 
male campus. 
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Revision or Revolution? 
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Women 's Liberation Groups Discuss Goals at N.Y.C. Conference 
By Mary Jane Ritter 

SiX Bryn Mawr students participated in 
the first northeastern regional meeting 
of the Congress to Unite Women, held 
in New York Nov, 21-23, The Congress 
1 a coalition of organizations, including 
~e National Organization for Women, 
the women's Liberation Movement. 
Witch Women's International Terrorist 
Conspiracy from Hell, Women's Caucus 
of the Young Socialist Alliance and 
the Feminists. 

The purpose of the Congress was to 
rovide a forum where women could 
~scuss their special problems in society 
and discover the grounds upon which 
they could unite, This was accomplished 
in open debate by the Congress at large, 
and 1n 12 topical workshops. Subjects 
discussed were early childhood, women 
and the law, employment opportunities, 
education of women,feminine image, and 
family structure. 

The proposals and reforms concerning 
women's rights which grew out of the 
weekend's discussions were adopted 
as goals of the Congress. 

These included deduction of the child
care expenses from taxable income 
until free, 24-hour child care centers 
are established; the use of legal means 
to open trade schools and unions 
to women; equality of employment for 
women; repeal of abortion laws; an 
"equal rights for women'' amendment 
to the Constitution; the withholding of 
support from politicians who oppose 
women's rights, and the use of mass 
demonstrations against actively hostile 
politicians. 

Need for Public Dissent 

The Congress also affirmed the neces
sity of publicly expressing women's 
discontent with their ' 1image," as creat
ed by advertisers and manufacturers, 
which ~ould entail boycotts . 

The progress made during the con-

vention was not a measure of the unity 
among the participants. Fundamf'ntal 
disagreement centered around the issue 
of " revision versus revolution." Some 
felt that women's liberation was neces
sarily a part of a total social revol
ution. They were countered by the major
ity, who conceived of the women's strug
gle as a fight for equality within the 
present system. 

Vocal Minority 

The majority of the women attending 
the Congress were upper middle class 
whites, both housewives and pro
fessionals. But the few blacks and lower 
class whites present combined with 
younger women of the more radical 
organizations to form a very vocal 
minority. 

Division also existed between those 
who had already made long-range 
emotional and economic commitments to 
the existing system-particularly by be
coming wives and mothers-and women 
who were essentially unattached and thus 
freer to experiment with new life styles'. 

Waste of Resources 

The majority of those participating 
defined women's oppression as the waste 
of intellectual and creative resources 
However, it was often pointed out that 
the most oppressed women in America 
were those of the working class, who must 
fulfill a number of roles, including that 
of bread-winner~ without the status and 
dignity usually accorded those positions. 

People disagreed on tactics in the same 
way, Most were of the opinion that em
phasis should be placed on attracting 
the average American women to the 
movementP and felt this should entail 
avoiding a radical image. Others felt 
that the initial efforts of the movement 
could best be handled by an elite unified 
core group, which would be effective 
primarily in preventing compromise at a 
time when the philosophy of the move-
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ment was still forming, 
Men Barred 

Men were barred from the conference. 
This created problems when one group, 
New Yorkers for Abortion Law Repeal, 
asked that Bill Baird, leading exponent 
of abortion reform (and currently facing 
a prison term for helping women to 
get illegal abortions), be allowed to ad
dress the Congress. Permission was 
refused, with the explanation that, while 
Mr. Baird's contributions were greatly 
appreciated, the express purpose of the 
conference was to bring women together. 
It was felt that the presence of a man 
would both inhibit free expression and 
violate the principle that women should 

be allow to organize and meet independ
ently of men. 

Not satisfied . Baird tried twice to 
crash the meeting, bringing newsmen 
and TV Cameras (which were also ban
ned) with him. They were asked to 
leave, but had to be evicted, once ·with 
the help of the police. 

The conference was closed to all 
members of the press in their official 
capacity. Women reporters who attended 
were urged not to take advantage of 
their position to report on the pro
ceedings, since it was felt that the 
male-dominated media would present a 
distorted image of the movement · if 
given the chance. 
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Anger and Despair: 

Black Manifesto Poses an Honest Question To America 
By Lila Gault 

"Brothers and Sisters: 
we have come from all over the country, 

burning with anger and despair not only with 
the miserable economic plight of our people, 
but fully aware that the racism on which the 
western world was built.dominates our lives. 
There can be no separation of the problems 
of racism from the problems of our 
economic, political and cultural degradation. 
To any black man, this is clear." 

This honest assessment of American 
society opens the Black Manifesto, which 
demands $500 million dollars or "$15 per 
nigger" · from the white churches and 
synagogues of America in reparations to the 
black community. The Manifesto grew out of 
the National Black Economic Development 
Conference (NBEDC) held in Detroit last 
April. The major concern of the group is 
'co-operative economic development within 
the black community. 

The idea behind black economic develop
ment is sanctioned by the white liberal 
establishment and has been expedited to a 
limited extent on the local level. But 
never before has the term reparations 
been used, and never before has the em
phasi s been laid on co- operative rather 
than individual capitalist development. 

The NBEDC, which has s ince APril in
corpor ated in order to become a funding 

and deve1opment organization _proposes 
several ways in which to begin creating 
indigenous economic power within the black 
community. A Southern land bank will be 
created for co-operative farming among 
displaced and exploited blacks. Publishing 
houses and a communications network will 
be · developed. A labor strike and defense 
fund will be established. Furthermore, 
training centers in communication skills 
and research into de,velopment will be set 
up. There is emphasis on co-operation 
economically, politically and culturally be
tween African and American blacks. 

Threat oif Force , 
The demands of NBEDC would probably 

be politely ignored by the white com
munity had the threat of force not been 
used in the preamble to the Manifesto. 
White supporters of the demands claim 
that the preamble is a prophecy. Those in 
opposition to reparations consider NBEDC 
a violently revolutionary organization, 
dedicated to gov•ernment overthrow. 
Although the rhetoric: of the preamble has 
served to capture the attentinn. of the white 
community, it has also provided an easy 
excuse for those who want to avoid the 
real issue. 

NBEDC, by confronting the churches, has 
chosen the most ' ' moral" of white instit
utions. The Christian principles of human 
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equality in the eyes of God and temporal 
concern for the human condition are bemg 
seriously questioned by the black de~and. 
The idea that the churches, as white capital
ist institutions, OWE their black breth.ren 
restitution for the racist attitudes of soCie~y 
as a whole and the church in particular .Is 
untenable to a vocal majority of wh1te 
churchmen. Many leading churchmen, on the 
other hand, seek to I>ersuade their fello:V 
Christians that reparations are a valld 
part of the Church's social mission. 

Steering Committee 
A large steering committee has been set 

up within NBEDC to continue the confront
ation and dialogue witi:J white churches. 
Muhammed Kenyatta, a local Philadelphian, 
is vice-chairman of the group. He will give 
a lecture at Bryn Mawr Wednesday, Decem
ber 17. Kenyatta has been working since 
June to bring the case for reparations 
before the white churches of America. 

As of now, the Episcopal Church has 
given the only financial response, a grant 
of $200,000 in "seed money" to NBEDC 

as an organization. The National Convention 
carefully explained, at their September 
meeting, that the $200,000 was not rep
arations money, but rather funds to help 
establish NBEDC as an effective voice 
within the . black community. 

Social Mission 
Although many churches have outwardly 

ignored the question of reparations, each 
has been forced to rethink its position on 
social mission. Each must face the question 
of the church's social responsibility in 
economic terms. The NBEDC has posed an 
honest question and is demanding an honest 
answer. For those who feel the urgency 
of racial tension in America, reparations 
are a valid solution. For those who choose 
to ignore the crisis of American society 
and clothe themselves in the introspective 
spiritualism of Christianity, reparations 
are illegitimate, unnecessary and un
called for. The church has been 
polarized as never before by the 
Black Manifesto. A sincere response is 
forthcoming. 
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Hofstra University 
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New York State in over 40 years ... 
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rhe Ardmore Coalition After Six Months: An Overview 
The presentation of the Ardm_ore Coalition Preliminary Plan to the Haverford 

communitY has r~t~ed many questtons as ~o the relationship between Haverford and 
Ardmore, in addttton to the ma1or qu_esttOn of whether or not the College should 
donate, lease, or s~/1 several . acres of tts land that is back of the faculty homes on 
College Lane (see ptcture a~ nght!. . . . 

The NEWS, through mtervtews wtth persons dtrect~y mvolved with the proposal, 
and some wtth persons who are no t, hopes to dramattze the relationship that does 

·sr now between Haverford college and the South Ardmore community in add·t · ext ~ . f . . , ' ton 
to offering a forum ,or a vanety o opmtons about the Coalition land gift proposal. 

~r~iminary Plan Asks College 
ro Donate C allege Lane Land 

'!1le Ardmore Coalition, conceived last 
llay, ts a loosely federated organization 
of leaders of the Ardm ore Community,or
!lnlzed to apply the economic, social, and 
~bnlcal resources of the suburban Phila-· 
delphia community to ·the problem of hous
ing and redevelopment of Ardmore . 

The specific problems to be met by the 
ccal!tion include: 

1) The fund ing of a master plan for the 
toog and short range development of the 
community, 

student at Lower Merion High School; Don
ald Krammer, an attorney; Frank Kal
man, Vice Chairman, NAACP; and Bryn 
Mawr Prof. Frederic Cunningham. 

Planners Hired 
Planners were hired at a cost of $10,000 

to complete the master development plan, 
originally sponsored bv the NAACP, by 
Oct. 1. To help raise the $10,000 Wein-

(Continued on page 8) 

Want To Help: 

~,J~~' ·~ 
~~·A 

'~ 

.-

--Photo by T. obbie Anderson 

Ardmore residents return to Ardmore through the fence gate behind French House. It is 
the immediately surrounding area that the Ardmore Coalition requests for construction 
of housing. 

2) The acquisition of land for the devel
lllment of housing for middle and low in
come fam ilies, Committees Concerned With More Than Land 

3) rhe creation of additional units of hous
mg, 

4) The upgrading and improvement of ex-
~Ung units of housing, 
~ The enforcement of fair housing laws , 

and 
6) The creation of an administrative 

;tructure under which the above program 
cllllld be put Into force. 

Most of the Impetus for the program ori
~te<l from a class on student revolutions 
raught last spring under visiting Prof. Mis
cba Jezernlk, said Sociology Prof. Paul 
Hare, although the actual suggestion 
lor low cost housing came from Haverford 
President John Coleman. 
After Hare met with Nolan N. Atkinson 

Jr., present chairman of the Coalition wh~ 
~also nmning for Lower Merion Town 
shipCom mtssioner, a meeting was held at 
Haverforo with leaders of Ardmore civics 
groops, Out of that meeting in May the 
Ardmore Coalition was born. 

\!embers of the Coalition, in addition to 
Hare, Kessler, and Atkinson, include Lew
> Hazard, president of the Ardmore Pro
i!ISS!ve Civic Association ; Rev. Robert 
lwett, president of the Ardmore Commun
:tr Development Corporation the major 
~::iling organization once f~deral loans 
ire received; Rev. Leonard M. Jones,Pres
:lent of the Neighborhood Improvement Pro
(!lm; and Mather Weinstein builder and 
~:~eloper , ' 

Other Members 
OOter members of the Coalition are Rus

!ill Nelson, Housing Chairman of the 
\\AC P; Bill Watson, '72; Mike Mosley, a 

Coleman Restates 
Preliminary Plan 
Stumbling Blocks 

By John But ler 

, Haverford President John R Coleman 
:as tw • 
te 0 firm preconditions which must 
~ ;et before he would recommend the use 
eoa:vertord College land in the Ardmore 
"~on housing project. 

Cflt9ln: must be a student and faculty 
• 111 • • In favor of the pr oposal •J cole
t the~· . ' 'and the economic r:asibility 
~ctorn .~Ject must .be de~onstrated satis-

1 <!lied ~'I Regarding this latter point he 
,IJsUons have not yet seen answers to 
!(!; !he that are being asked, and until I 
:ecom se answers I cannot bring a favorable 

mend f ,11 re a IOn to the Board of Managers." 
)lrted b mains an interesting idea not sup
The C 1Y hard evidence of its feasibility. 
it sert 0 lege has a responsibility to give 
~se hous consideration, but must not raise 

opes" 
When a k d 

do for ths e what he ~elt Haverford could 
repueQ, .~ Ardmore community, Coleman 

First of all Pm not at all sure 

(Continued on page 9) 

By Alex Hancock 
Nearly three months have passed since 

the Ardmore Coalition formally proposed 
that Haverford grant a section of its land 
for low-income housing for Ardmore. Many 
members of the two committees now con
sidering the proposal -- the Community 
Concerns Committee and the Administrative 
Advisory Committee -- seem undecided 
about the proposal itself. Some members, 
however, agree on certain other aspects 
of the general issue of relations between 
Ardmore and the college. 

According to Psychology Prof. Preston 
Rowe, Chairman of Community Concerns, 
CCC "is oriented towards all the problems 
of the Ardmore community, and not just 
towards the solutions that the Coalition 
proposes. 

Many Options 

"Many people seem to feel that if the 
college rejects the Coalition's land pro
posal, we•ll be saying we don•t care 
about the problem. That's very false. We 
DO want to help solve their problems, but 
there are many options open besides the 
land proposal." 

Steve Clark, '72, of the same committee, 
agrees that the college's concern with 
Ardmore involves more than just the land 
proposal. "Each student will only be able 
to do his part if there are a lot of 
programs," he said. "If it's just going to 

be a matter of giving land away, there's 
no way for the students to helo out!' 

Policy Definition Needed . , 
Economics Prof. Samuel Gubins, a mem

ber of the Administrative Advisory 
Committee» feels the college must define 
its entire land...grant policy. "Every time 
the college has given away land in the 
past," Gubins said "it has regretted it, 
Obviously we have a responsibility to further 
our cooperation with the Ardmore 
community, as we've been doing in such 
activities as Serendipity and tutoring. But 
I'm not sure that the land grant would 
be the best way to further it, We have to 
think about the long effects as well 
as the immediate ~onsiderations." 

Physical Education Prof. William 
Docherty, of Community Concerns, 
agrees that future effects must be taken into 
account. "Meanwhile, we can continue to aid 
the community in other ways, such as tutor
ing, providing recreational facilities .. 
and helping them rebuild." · 

College's Future 
Bucky Mann, '72, a member of AAC, 

also feels that long-range problems are 
important. "My basic reservations about 
the Coalition's proposal center on the 
question of what• s going to happen to Haver
ford in the next ten or fifteen years," 
said Mann. 

But Joe Mason ,'721 ,of Community Con-

cerns , hopes the college will make 
its decision very soon. "IPs been more 
than two months since the Coalition came 
to us with the request,u he said. "Even 
in terms of diplomacy it's not right to 
keep them waiting this long. If the proposal 
is rejected, even then we•ll at least 
be able to investigate other solutions." 

More Information 
Mason also thinks more information 

should be given to all Haverford students. 
"Giving it a lot of space in the NEWS 
helps. I think having special sessions in 
the dorms to discuss the proposal would be 
good, too." Clark agrees: "There definitely 
should be more information available!' 

Ongoing Dialogue . 
But Philosophy Prof. Paul Desjardins 

of AAC thinks that a lot of information ''will 
arise out of the dialogue that's going on 
now and will continue to go on between 
the college and the community, We still 
haven•t come up with a specific definition 
of our responsibilities to the community. 
This dialogue should help us do so, and 
that's where the important information 
will come from,. 

"If by 'information' you just mean getting 
a copy of a mimeographed report or some
thing such as that, then 'information' 
is available to anyone who wants it. That's 
no problem." 

''Noose Around 0 ur Necks": 

Coalition Leader Criticizes College Inaction 
By Kit Konolige 

A leading member of the Ardmore Coali
tion has called Haverford College 
"a part of the noose around our necks" 
because of its reluctance to give land 
to the Ardmore community for the con
struction of low-cost housing. 

The Reverend Leonard Jones, chair
man of the Ardmore Municipal Im
provement Association and a seventeen
year resident of Ardmore, elaborated, 
"Haverford College has a reputation for 
liberalism, but it enjoys a buffer on its 
borders. We want a bit of it, for ourselves 
and also for the good of the College. 

"Being friends is for the birds," Rev. 
Jones continued. "The College has to give 
something substantial, give an example 
of what an institution can do." 

Jones finds the actions of Haverford 
faculty and students in Ardmore insincere 
and toke~. Although "the Camp Serendipity 
project is an honorable one," l;te said, 
"the College in general has done nothing; 
it has conducted itself as a white establish
ment institution." 

The Ardmore community, Jones con
ceded, "can•t ask for land unless we 
have all the specifications--including 
utilization as well as construction." 
He is unsatisfied with the progress 
of the coalition in elucidating a concrete 
program. 

on October 14th. Professor William 
Hohenstein thinks the proposal will be "shot 
down by the College," because of its 
failure to answer several basic questions. 

"What kinds of people will be coming 
in--young couples? elderly people?" Ho
henstein asked. "Will the density of 
the Ardmore community be reduced, or 

The failure of the Ardmore community 
to present the College, or even itself, 
with a clear program, is due largely to 
the fragmentation of its organizations. The 
Ardmore Coalition itself has only the power 
to plan and suggest. It is simply an informal 
structure of people in other community 
organizations. 

Impressed with Sincerity - will people just come from Philadelphia 
to live in the apartments? These are the 
kinds of questions that haven't been an-When Jones joined the Coalition in the 

late spring of 1969, he was "impressed 
with its sincerity, but not with its know
ledge." Many of its members thought 
the College was "breaking at the bftt' 
to offer land • 

The organization responsible for actually 
obtaining College land is the Ardmore 
Community Development Corporation. A 
lack of effective communication between 
the Corporation and the Coalition has 
hindered the land-obtaining effort, Jones 
feels. "We're just developing a timetable 
now/' he said. "The Coalition was ahead 
of the Corporation, and had to slow down. 
Just last week we finally had a meeting 
of the two.'' 

Weaknesses 

The weakness of the Coalition's planning 
is reflected among the Haverford faculty 
that has been studying the proposal sub
mitted by the Coalition to the College 

swered!' 

' Implied Insincerity 

Jones's implications that the College 
is insincere in "being friends" with the 
Ardmore community is supported by Ho
henstein's contention that "the faculty 
members personally threatened by it (the 
proposed development)--that is, the 
people who live along College Lane--are 
the ones against it." 

Hohenstein personally feels that the 
Coalition's proposal will be rejected. "It's 
mostly a dead issue among the students, 
and there's a lot of resentment among the 
faculty," he said. 

Hohenstein summed up the position of 
much of the College by saying simply, 
"There aren't enough facts yet.'' But Jones 
contends that the College must stop "doing 
nothing' ' and "'being friends,'" and "give 
something substantial." 
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Faculty T a~ke Different Views 
On Possibility of Land Donation 

Preliminary Plan 
(Continued from page 7) 

stein was approached in his capacity as 
chairman of a group of six business men 
and civic leaders, including Rev. Jones. 
In addition to entering into the coalition, 
Weinstein contributed $500 of personal 
funds toward the cost of the master plan. 

With the addition of the Weinstein do
nation, a College donationof$1,000andcon
tributions totalling $6500 from three local 
synagogues, the Coalition is only $650 away 
from the total needed to complete the mas
ter plan. This last amount is expected to 
be supplied by contributions from the Ard
more community. 

The second phase of the Coalition move 
towards master plan completion. was a 
seri~s of coffee meetings with Ardmore 
citi~ens, members of various c"ivic groups, 
and Haverford faculty members. The meet
ings were intended to discc;>ver what kinds 
of housing units would be best suited to be 
built on property supplied by the College. 

Below are excerpts from the preliminary 
plan as presented by the Coalition to the Col
lege on Oct. 14. This is not a final plan. The 
Master Plan has not yet been completed. 

There are currently two faculty commit
tees soliciting student, faculty, and admin
istrative opinion. Persons with ideas on 
the Coalition proposal should direct them 
to Preston Rowe, chairman oftheCommun
ity Concerns Committee, or JohnAshmead, 
chairman of the Administrative Advisory 
Committee. 

THE PRELIMINARY PLAN 

Last June, the planners were asked by the 
Ardmore Coalition to prepare a brief an
alysis of housing development on several 
parcels of land owned by Haverford College. 
As described by the Coalition at that time, 
the land was to be made available by the 
College for joint Haverford and community 
use for housing for low and moderate income 
families. 

While a specific set of development goals 
had not yet been approved by the com
munity, the planning staff had already rec
ognized that unutilized Jiaverford College 

lands adjacent to the community were by 
far the closest, and perhaps the only land 
available on which to create new housing, 
and set the renewal and development wheels 
in motion. It was already the feeling of 
the staff that Haverford College might be
come involved in a joint housing venture 
-and efforts might be made to create more 
contact and inter-change between the Col
lege and the community through a joint 
effort in areas such as recreation and ed
ucation. The goals of the Coalition, there
fore appeared to match closely with those 
being considered by the planners and the 
goals expressed by community leaders in 
the past. With this in mind, and supported 
by financial assistance from the College, 
the planners were able to undertake the 
requested analysis. 

Land Purchases · Near 
The community recently completed the 

first stage of its Plan for Housing and Com
munity Improvements. As apart of the plan, 
the community is pursuing the possibility 
of purchasing or obtaining development 
rights to a number of parcels of land in 
its immediate vicinity. Its purpose is to 
relieve the critical shortage of housing 
which has persisted in the area for many 
years. In brief, it plans to construct new 
dwellings in order to move people from 
quarters which are presently unsatisfactory 
due to overcrowding, deteriorated building 
conditions. or excessive upkeep and main
tenance problems. The vacated dwellings 
would then be renovated and made available 
and the community housing stock would be 
increased without requiring anyone to move 
from the area. 

Renovate Houses 
The general strategy is to renovate the 

large, existing houses for younger, larger 
families, and to emphasize apartments for 
the elderly and newly formed households 
in new construction. This will allow for 
example the elderly who presently occupy 
large, underutilized houses to move to 
apartments, making their former larger 
homes available to families who need the 
space. By utilil~ing appropriate govern
mental housing programs to accomplish the 
housing improvements , the younger families 
will be able to afford to purchase houses 

Proposed Zoning 
Parcel C - R-7 
Parcel D - Commercia l 

TABLE 1: Parcel Holding Capacity 
... - " Number of Owellin Units 

. P c:cc e l r~cres Zoning R-4 R-6A R-7 A-A A B c C- D E F G 
jD, R, / t;:.R A 8 17 25 1 4 3 5 5 7 . 3 7,9 15,5 20,8 25, 0 34:-E 

;~ 1,00 8* 17 25 
Bl 1, 25 10• 21 31 
r-2 1,50 12* 25 40 . 
c 1,63 1 6* 8 11 11 25 33 40 55 
i) 7,00 7 28* 38 so 50 109 145 175 238 
TOT AI. 12,38 30 63 96 8 34 46 Gl 61 1 34 178 215 293 

,, 
E~cisting Zoning 

TABLE 2 1 Pro ject Cost Schedule {Approximate*) 
1, 2 , 3 , 

No. of Units Total Mort gage Allowabl e Allowable 
Allowance Land Va lue "seed llbne j!' 

1 $ 14, 200 $ 500 $ 568 
.. 

10 142,000 s,ooo ' 5,680 
50 71o,cco 25,000 28 , 400 
100 1;420,000 so,oo6 56, 800 
200 2;840,000 100,000 113,600 
300 4;260,COO 150,000 170,400 
~00 s,~eo,ooo 200,000 227 , 200 . 

* As:Jl.lmes Hous ing Built by a Non- Profi t Sponsor unde r FHA Nor tgage s ubsidy Pr ograms 
_f'o!· Low an d Node r a t e Inc ome Famil i es . 

By Jonathan Tu min 

A wide range of views on the Ardmore 
Coalition permeates the faculty. Some 
faculty members, like Paul Hare (Socio
olgy), have been leaders in working 
with the Coalition, while~ others say they 
know very little about what has been go
ing on. 

The issue that elicits the most comment 
is whether the college should allow the 
Coalition to build on college land. A num
ber of professors would like some 
basic questions answered. History Prof. 
John Spielman asked, " Who does the Coal
ition represent the whole Ardmore 
community, or just part of it? Has the 
Coalition worked with other local 
organizations with similar goals?' · Prof. 
Dan Gillis (Classics) feels quite difinite
ly that the Coalition is very repre
sentative of the Ardmore community. 
He thinks that the proposals under study 
" should be weighed very carefully,' and 
that 'the Coalition must ta ke into account 
the many different constituencies on the 
Haverford campus.' Gillis a lso believes 
that " if we (Haverford) are really com
mitted to the values we profess, 
let's start working right here on the campus, 
like checking on the sala ries of the kitchen 
personnel.' ' 

German Prof. Bob Ste ifel also cited 
areas where the college could improve 
immediately in its r elatl_ons with the 
Ardmore community. ' The area behind 
the College Lane houses is in terrible 
shape, and should be c leaned up ~ow," 
he stated. ' We ought to at least start 
with little things, and there is no reason 
that the college community couldn't clean 
up the broken glass, junk and half-demolish
ed garages in that area on a Saturday 

in the community. At present it is almost 
impossible for them to do so since they 
cannot afford the large down -payments • 
which are required or otherwise compete 
with older families who have a lifetim~ of 
savings to draw from. At the same time, 
the elderly will be able to pay rents which 
will in most instances compare favorably 
with carrying charges on their current 
homes, and. they will be relieved of the main
tenance burdens of their present homes. 

Other land possibilities are being pur
sued in addition to those at Haverford. 
The possibility of utilizing air rights over 
the Township parking lot on Ardmore Ave
nue and school Lane is being investigated. 
Small parcels of land, scattered around the ' 
community could also be purchased and 
utilized though acquisition problems make 
it very difficult. Several industrial pro
perties, one of which is currently available 
on the market, might be acquired, though 
their selling prices would make moderate
income housing development impossible 
without outside, non-governmental assis-
tance. 

Land Grants Illustrated 

The parcels of Haverford land which were 
considered are illustrated on the map on 
this page. Table 1 lists the size 
of each parcel, and the number of dwelling 
units the land can hold under various zon
ing classifications. As can be seen, at 
present zoning, all of the parcels together 
will yield only 64 dwellings. While it is 
difficult to predict the zoning change which 
the local zoning boards would acceptfor the 
various parcels, with College support it 
should be possible to obtain at least class 
R-6A for parcels, A, B1 and ·B2, and at 
laast class C on parcels c and D. This 
would yield a total of 124 units for all 
parcels, and would assume "twin" houses 
or garden apartments on parcels A, Bl 
and B2, and single-family homes on par
cels C and D. 

With regard to the dev•~lopment charac
teristics of the parcels, the following were 
noted: 

Parcel A: The most easily developed; 
road frontage exists (Arrnat Ave.) and land 
appears relatively flat, · well drained, and 
free of existing structures; surrounding en
vironment is excellent; direct availability 
to_ both the College and the community; the 
only parcel which is capable of being a di
rect extension of the existing South Ard
more community • 

Parcel B: same general char acteristics 
as Parcel A, but road access must be 
provided, somewhat raising site develop-

or Sunday." 
Steifel reserves judgement on the Coal

ition housing proposal since he is 
new to the College this year. However 
he does feel that too many questions remain' 
unanswered, and he is worried about in
creased population density on the campus. 

Hare points out that a list of questions 
has been submitted to the Coalition. The 
Coalition's answers will hopefully resolve 
existing doubts, one way or the other, 

Some professors believe that not enough 
alternatives to the housing ·problem have 
been proposed. Economics Prof. Holland 
Hunter, who believes that " it is not the 
duty or · the purpose of the college to pro. 
vide a site for community residi.mtial 
housing'' proposed that '' trailers or dor
mitories be used as temporary summer 
res idences during housing r enovations," 
' ' The trailers could be located on collegt! 
land and use• college facilities. Or, the 
families could simply move into dormitories 
during the summer." 

Physics Prof. Doug Miller is disturbed 
by ''the concept of community of the 
Ardmore Coalition." He says that " the 
Coalition's proposals envision a static Ard
more community for the forseeable 
future; without consideration of chang
ing residence patterns and occupational 
opportunities.' He is also distressed by 
the lack of exploration into other 
alternatives, although he does feel that 
" it is in the College's best interests t~ 
make some land available.'' 

There appears to be little consensus 
either on what Haverford's relationship 
with the Ardmore Coalition should be, 
or even on just what is happening. Few 
of the faculty members interviewed seem 
to have really made up their minds on 
the issue. . · 

ment costs; Parcel B2 is unencumbered 
with structures, but Parcel Bl would re
quire the removal of- several free-standing 
garages which are in poor condition. 

Parcel C: Beautiful wooded setting; 
stream through site and sloping contours 
could produce an exciting design, but also 
raise site developmental costs; road access 
available; somewhat disconnected from the 
communities due to the location of the skat .. 
ing cluo and electric company; in Haver
ford Township: therefore, schools etc., 
would be outside the community. 

Parcel D: Largest site by far; land ap· 
pears flat, well drained, and free of struc
tures; road frontage available; environ
mental nuisances (traffic on Haverford 
Road and P & w Railroad) in close prox
imity on two sides; isolatedfrom otherres
idential communities; in Haverford Town
ship, with schools, etc., outside the Ard
more-Br yn Mawr community. 

Most Desirable Area 
It is felt that of the parcels analyzed, 

the land formed by parcels A, B-1 and B-2 
is most desirable by far from the com
munity's standpoint, since 1) it is the only 
land capable of becoming a direct exten
sion of the comm'unity in that it is directly 
connected to an existing community neigh
borhood. 2) It has a good natural environ
ment, free from nuisances, unlikeparcelD. 
3) It has a flat, easily developed site, and 
therefore reduced s ite development costs; 
parcel C is considered unsuitable for mod· 
erate income housing development, without 
outside, non-governmental assistance. 4) 
Its narrowest-dimension is not so narrow 
as to make development of anything but 
single-family dwellings difficult, as is the 
case with parcel D. 5) It is the only parcel 
in Lower Merion Township and Montgomery 
county; housing on the other parcels would 
mean residents would be citizens of Hav
erford Township and Delaware county, and 
would use schools and other community ser
vices outside the South Ardmore c om
munity. 

Table 2 shows a breakdown of develop
ment costs for hypothetical ' ' rounded" 
numbers of units. It represents no par
ticular site or zoning categor y, but serves 
as a rough guide in understanding develop
ment costs. Column 1 shows the maximum 
mortgage allowance from FHA for average 
(2 bedroom) units. Column 2 shows the 
land allowance ($500 per unit) which FHA 
will pay; tllis is included in the total F!"JA 
mortgage allowance (column 1) and can be 
thought of as the College's contribution to 

(Continued on page 9) 
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p;;/iminary Plan 
(Continued fr om page 8) 

effort, except if repayment were asked 
the from FHA, in which case the College 
tor d d . 1 ld ~ reimburse accor rng y. Column 
~~ows the amount FHA will allow for the 
. ·uaJ costs incur.red In producmg plans to 
uuceive a mortgage commitment. This cost 
re also included in column 1, and repre-
15 ts another possible mode of College parsen 
uciPatioo. The c ollege could offer to 

ake these necessary funds available, and 
: reimiXJl'sed at the time of the mortgage 
commitment. 

!l iS important to note that it is possible 
1 r the college to participate and enable 
~e work to proceed at no cost to itself 

llatsoever, except in that it has made 
:vailable the critic~ ingredient - land -
to which It can still r etain forms of po
lential use tlu'ough various possible ar
rangements. Furthejmore, it can lend seed 
mooeY, also at no cost to itself, and help 
overcome another difficult hur dle in the 
development process. 

It 1s proposed that Haverford C allege and 
the south Ardmore Community participate 
~inUY In the development of housing for 
ro!Xilrate income families on land identified 
earlier as parcels A, B-1 and B-2. The 
drawings accompanying this text, and 
Ire ootllne below, · are meant to provide a 
description of how such land might be de
reloped. It Is recognized, however, that 
~int development implies TWO parties 
working together to bring about necessary 
action. Since, however, Haverford College 
bas not yet made a commitment to the 
project, it has yet to contribute to the form 
ulation of the development concepts. The 
actual development, therefor e , where it is to 
00 carried out, might differ considerably 
from what is described here. 

OWnership: Land to be either sold, leased 
for 100 years, or given to the community. 
Actual owner or leasee for the land would 
1e ~ Ardmore Community Development 
corporation. 

QccUpancy: That occupancy be primarily 
for persons from the South Ardmore com
munity, particularly those needing new 
boosing due to housing r e novations. If 
Haverford desired it, a percentage of the 
land and/or housing could be r eserved for 
some form of College hous ing. 

Dwelling Types: Housing for the com
munity woold be apartments with one, two 
and three bedrooms , pr ovided in either 
garOO! apartments or s emi-detached 
booses, or both. 
-Number of Dwellings : A total of sixty

bve dwelling units would be constructed.· 
lbis assumes a dwelling density of about 
11 units per acre, which is consistent 
lith the current density in south Ardmore, 
M which would require a zoning change 
!rom R-4 to R-6A. such a change would 
le feasible and consistent with good plan
oing principles. 
Other Features: Landscaped, public open-

Insights Can Be Gained : 
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Anderson Sees Campus 'Immersed In Solutions' 
By William Anderson, 

Chief of Haverford College Security 

One of today's more common expressions 
is 'Pd like to speak to that question," 
When I hear this it brings to mind my con
versation some years ago with a rather opin
ionated and not too perceptive individual. 
He replied to my impassioned arguments 
with the words, ''I hear you talking but I 
don't hear what you are saying." In light 
of today's complex social and economic pat
terns this response may be more pertinent 
than rude. The field of marketing for 
expample abounds with instances where in
dlviuuals become so enamored with the sol
utions and the means of effecting them that 
the problem becomes obfuscated- often ob
scured. 

This may have been the case when it was 
suggested that Haverford College Security 
express its ~<opinions regarding the South 
Ardmore Community,'~ 

To reiterate, all too often we find our
selves immersed in solutions without view
in~ the problem, For example: because cer
tain incidents involving guard personnel and 
black youths from South Ardmore have 
achieved some prominence, obviously Hav

' erford College Security should have de-
cidedly negative opinions regarding crim
inality in that area. This might seem true 
if one centers on a micro-analysis of the 

spaces, walks, a play-lot, adult sitting 
areas, and a small building for meetings, 
tutorial programs or other neighborhood 
activities, would be constructed. The en
tire complex would be planned as a model 
community, complete in terms of com
munity services, and unified in overall de
sign. 

Financing the Housing: Housing for the 
community would be financed by FHA 
through section 235 of the 1968 Housing 
Act. 

Financing the community Building: Fi
nanced through HUD Community Facilities 
Program, or through the Pennsylvania De
partment of community Affairs. 

Administration and Management: By the 
Ardmore community Development corpor
ation. If Haverford College shares the use 
of dWellings and facilities in the area, 
joint Community-College arrangements 
would be made. 

Financing the Community Programs: 
Programs at the neighborhood building 
might be financed by the Township, the 
community Affairs Department, Haverford 
College, or other sources, as necessary. 

Timing: Following agreement by Haver
ford to make land available commitments 
for housing funds could be obtained from 
FHA within 1 week, Construction could 

problems of one particular guard or groups 
of guards at a given moment. 

On the other hand when one takes a 
broader point of view of South Ardmore's 
apparent criminal prominence, puts it in 
its proper perspective, it pales, and its 
activities relevant to the campus community 
fall into a more realistic place. While we 
cannot deny some black .teenagers have 
eliminated the College Lane lights on sev
eral occasions, a few of the sub-teenage 
groups within our own Haverford com
munity have been known to be quite effi
cient at extinguishing these same lamps. 

Problems with Whites 
While we have had problems with black 

South Ardmore we have as many if not more 
vexing problems with whites, from other 
areas, One need only to reflect on the fly
ing squads who have invaded the fac1,1lty 
swimming pool over past summers to real
ize that for every black so-called trouble 
maker from South Ardmore we also were 
equally bothered by a white one from "North 
Ardmore" or Havertown or Bryn Mawr or 
Drexel Hill or you name it. 

Thus, perhaps, we are becoming blinded 
by the obvious effect and for~_;etting to take 
an objective view of the cause. Possibly 
we are trying to "cast the moat from our 
neighbor's eyes", forgetting the "beam in 

begin within 4 months, and be completed 
within one year, 

Summary of Possible Participation by 
Haverford College: The basic ingredient 
is the provision of land, either through sale, 
lease or gift. Beyond this basic and nec
essary provision, other modes of partici
pation are possible.·, 

a. Lending "seed money'~ for costs nec
essary to get the project underway, 
which would be repaid at the time 
FHA approves the mortgage(justprior 
to construction). This would enable the 
Ardmore community Development 
corporation to use its funds for other 
sources in the interim, such as pur
chasing small vacant sites around the 
community. Approximately $30,000 
would be required for this project. 

b, Sharing in the use of the new housing 
and facilities, either by occupying a 
portion of the dwelling units, or sub
dividing the site and building on ad
jacent parcels. 

c. Participating in community recrea
tion, education, social and cultural 
programs. 

d. Opening College facilities for in
creased use by the community. 

e. Lending seed money for other housing 
efforts in the community, as they get 
underway. 

our own." 
How many of us feel intellectually, cul

turally or socially superior to many of our 
neighbors, North, South, East and West? 
Probably many if not most, But let's ask 
the question, "How many of our neighbors 
feel culturally, socially and emotionally 
superior to us?" My guess is that the an
swer to this question would be surprising 
and possibly shocking to much of our com
munity, 

It may turn out that we are considered 
insular in the opinions of those around us. 
While we pride ourselves on our generosity 
in allowing others to use our facilities 
without restrictions, could it be that some of 
those who take advantage of this may not 
really appreciate it? 

Lack of Respect 
Perhar::; they feel that we exhibit a lack 

of respect for the basic material advantages 
which we have. Is it possible that our fre
quent party crashers could view their 
hosts as "suckers'' showing great lack of 
awareness, not genuine hospitality? Could 
it be that our lack of structure in some sit
uations would NOT be interpreted as tol
erance? 

Since these are real and valid questions 
which cut across racial, religious or socio
economic lines, let us put forth a proper 
image of ourselves in a manner which can 
and will be understood by all our neighbors. 
Let us adopt the same codes of responsi
bility dealing with them as they have for 
dealing with us. Let us realize that there 
is a real communication gap and come to 
grips with the problem realistically and ob
jectively, not theoretically, 

Such an approach will market our image 
in a way which will eliminate the need to 
question - "How does Security look at (any
body)?" 

Stumbling Blocks 
(Continued from page 7) 

that the only or even primary problem 
is the one of ·housing. The evidence has 
not been presented. We should attempt 
to make use of what special skills we have 
to work with the Ardmore people to help 
in different ways." He went on to say 
that the community feeling of exasperation 
over studies that led to no improvements 
was understandable, adding, u Ardmore must 
not be just a place to gather data for 
our social sciences departments." 

Recalling the dormitory difficulties the 
College has faced Coleman said, 
1'We can't claim we know an awful lot 
about housing and I doubt that we have 
much to contribute in the way of specific 
planning." 

land Gift O ffers Chance For Academic Growth 

Haverford Vice President for Business 
Mfairs Charles W, Smith said that if 
the decision about the donation of College 
land were his alone at this point, "I don't 
think I would want to give land to the 
Ardmore Coalition and I base this on the 
inadequacy of College planning of land 
use." . Coleman said that he felt that 
this was, "to some extent responsible 
for our inability to arrive at a favorable 
decision but is not the principle problem." 

By Prof. Dietrich Kessler 

The Ardmore Coalition, a group composed 
1 various people in Lower Merion 

· illilnship, and including some Haverford 
students and faculty, has proposed that 
iOIIie ~ollege land be used for new housing 
::its to be occupied jointly by faculty or 
siuoonts from Haverford College and resi
lints Of South Ardmore , a residential 
<rea immediately adjacent to the College. 
The Pr~sal is part of a larger plan for 
te · unprovement of housing and other 
~rnunity projects in this predominate ly 
e ck neighborhood. 
.. The Ardmore Coalition proposal provides 
" at Haverford with a good opportunity 
~ examine the purposes of our college and 

ask What is our r ole in the solution of 
: !ems Which face the residents of the 
.. surrounding the campus. For several 
~now, questions of this sort have 

, CtQ.ti. to me, I joined the Ardmore 
~ .t tion, an~ have worked wholeheartedly 
~· Partly III the hope of gaining insight 
, t Haverford's responsibility to the 
!side community. 

~: might imagine several different 
~ un ls for demonstrating the purposes of 
11 H dergraduate liberal ar ts college such 
~1l'd averford, One model would see Haver
se~ as an intellectual community 
ilee rated from its environs by a belt of 
~~and fences, with the faculty living 
i:ll r on campus, dedicated to teaching 

researCh in the various disciplines. · 

The students would be exposed to ideas The Ardmore coalition proposal asks for 
in the three academic divisions of the the lease of only an acre or so of land. 
C allege followed by rigorous training in a This small commitment by the College 
specialized field, and would then move on would be a gesture of good will toward 
to graduate school or other professional the community planners living in Ardmore, 
schools. I have come to feel that this model and would tend to form a bridge of com
for the function of a college is inadequate munication between the College and 
because it is amoral. It does not force the outside community which could. easily 
us to ask what is the purpose of our lead to some courses and projects with 
academic training and intelligence. we · housing and community planning as the topic 
need the opportunity to get far enough of concern. Better yet, it would help the 
out of our small inbred academic com- college from becoming so introspective 
munity to compare its goals with those and self-centered, 
of other groups and institutions. Only then 
can we have the strength of perspective 
to answer questions of purpose and re
sponsibility. 

Wisconsin Model 

The model I prefer has been influenced 
by my sojourn as a graduate student at the 
University of Wisconsin. Wisconsin at its 
best at various times in its history has 
been involved not only in the education of 
the people of the state, but also in their 
political system and economic affairs 
(especiall y during the Progressive Er.a), 
and so on. The point is that by expandmg 
the activities of Haverford College per
sonnel beyond the present boundaries, 
physical and mental, we will ga~ the 
contact with other organizations which we 
need for our own development as an 
academic institution. 

Often-Voiced Object ions 

In this article, I have tried to answer 
the often-voiced objection to the proposal, 
that Haverford is an undergraduate college 
and has no responsibility in helping to 
solve housing problems. There are 
other objections to the proposal also, 
centering around preserving the park-like 
nature of the College campus, and, perhaps 
more difficult to deal with rationally, ques
tions involving possible social and 
economic class differences between the 
two groups of residents. The Ardmore 
coalition housing proposal has raised ob
jections which demand complex answers, 
some of which may be impossible to give 
completely, but I feel that only by facing 
problems such as this can we grow as an 
academic institution. 

Smith said, 1'Ardmore has an acute pro
blem, I recognize that and am very sym
pathetic to their desires for improved hous
ing but I don't think that we should raise 
hopes, The College just doesn't have 
the kind of resources necessary to the 
magnitude of the problem!' 

Coleman and Smith both discounted any 
possibility that the College could provide 
so-called 11seed" money to get the pro
ject going at the outset even if it did 
provide la'hd. Smith explicitly stated, '~I 
don't see how we can turn educational 
projects down and not make necessary 
capital improvements at the College and 
then make seed money available," 

Coleman indicated that, in essence, time 
is running out for the proposal to solve 
the major problems remalnin~ in it, 11we 
must have an answer for the Coalition 
pretty soon," he said, adding that he hop
ed to meet fairly soon with Prof. John 
Ashmead, Chairman of the Administrative 
Advisory Committee, and Prof, Preston 
Rowe, Chairman of the Community Con
cerns Committee, about their committee's 
recommendations on the issue. 

He hopes to bring some information 
to the Executive Committee of the Board 
of Managers at this month's meeting, and 
would like to have a substantive recom
mendation for the January 9 meeting of the 
entire Board. 
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Letters 
(Continued from page 3) 

a wide choice of study, are open to the 
average student as well as to the super
ior. 

It is the privately endowed college 
alone that may be slective, offering small 
classes to those of equal qualifications 
(be they high scores, median, or low), 
Within this framework the student is 
more likely to be stimulated to reach 
his potential and thereby better able to 
serve the world. 

To Mindy Thompson I say excellence 
does answer questions and give direc
tion. My suspicion is that her social 
conscience is giving her ''the guilts" 
for having privilege. My hope is that 
she will exorcise those demons or har
ness them for extracurricular work in 
the community, and meet the challenge 
her opportunity presents -- the commit
ment to others through the commitment to 
excellence, 

Lois Bellamy Martin 

Arts Weekend 
To the Editor: 

There was, unfortunately, almost no 
journalistic comment on Arts Weekend, 
and I believe that in retrospect the week
end can be as valuable as it was 
on Nov. 7-8. Therefore I offer a few of 
my own conclusions. 

The Bryn Mawr campus has long felt 
a great need for the inclusion of the 
arts -- arts not as an occasional. "spec
tator sport" but as an accepted 
part of daily life. It has disturbed me 
that what was basic, unique in every 
individual -- his expression of himself 
-- has often been sacrificed to academia, 
given no encouragement. Arts Weekend 
was designed both as a festival and as a 
question, asking what the state of arts at 
Bryn Mawr actually is: listening to laments 
about lack of artistic facilities was not 
the place to start seeking a response. 

There is little doubt in my mind now as 
to its answer; one merely had to observe 
the large student turnout and the high 
quality of the exhibits and performances 
which, I am sure, represented only a part 
of the talent at Bryn Mawr. 

There is now certain awareness at all 
levels of the administration that there is 
definite artistry and interest among Bryn 
Mawr students, and potentially much more, 
given instruction and encouragement. 
Course accredidation in the arts is coming 
slowly, and may come faster now; but, 
like asking for facilities, that will not be 
the chief reason that the arts will take 
root here. 

I believe that in the interim until the 
arts become fully recognized and officially 
integrated into the day-to-day life at Bryn 
Mawr -- and they must be -- the students 
must depend on themselves and on one 
another to reinforce the growth of their 
talent. As demonstrated by Arts Weekend, 
extra-academic time CAN be found; if 
a person has something to express, he 
ought to do all he can to express it. And 
students should actively support one an
other. Why shouldn't we exhibit 
Bryn Mawr - Haverford student work in 
our dorms? Or make it possible for 
chamber music or play readings to happen 
in lounges? Or form a Bryn Mawr-

EVEN AT CHR ISTMAS 
SATISF Y ING GOOD TASTE 
IS THE BEST FUN OF ALL 
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= Andre- Stegeman Show Haverford committee to examine the pos
sibilities for a joint annual faculty 
appointment for a specialist-teacher in 
some art form, in a different field each 
year? 

To everyone who helped, contributed, 
performed or viewed the weekend, our 
thanks and congratulations -- itwasbeau

. tiful and impressive. But perhaps 
the real measure of its success will be 
what happens now. 

Maryo Gard '70 

Student lobbying 
To tne t:a1tor: 

Joseph Califano, in his excellent Collec
tion talk, presented one very interesting 
fact: students are the largest interest group 
in the country, numbering over sevei'l mil
lion, Considering the political impotence 
of students on the national scene, as well 
as in education, it would be a great ad
vantage to us to organize into some kind 
of movement. 

There are some issues that even the rad
ical extremes within Haverford College 
and other colleges and universities would 
agree on, Although this may sound like 
poison to many apolitical s tudents, con
sider some of the possible benefits of such 
a movement: 

1. The channeling of federal and state 
aid into colleges and universities with
out strings attached, 

2. Insuring the continuence, enlargement 
and liberalization of state scholarships 
and other aid to needy students. 

3. An increased voice in governmental 
decisions involving education and stu
dents (including representation on 
draft boards). 

4. The lowering of the voting age to 18. 
5, The confrontation of the graduate 

schools on the grading issue to give 
each student the option of report
ing or not reporting his grades, 

6. Coordination of existing research 
on education and educational reform, 

7. Student represent::>.tion on the com
mittees and commissions that govern 
college boards and graduate entrance 
examinations (including power to in
fluence the content and type of ex
aminations). 

8. At Haverford in particular, the coor
dination of letter writing to alumni 
to raise badly needed funds and a 
fund raising drive to furnish money 
for turning Founders Hall into a stu
dent union. Also, to present new re
forms and insure their institution. 

Business and labor have long used lob
bying and pressure politics to further their 
own interests, isn't it time that students 
do the same? 

Bill Loughrey '72 

de Kiss Art Co. 
Stock and Custom Picture Framing 

Scu lpturing - Portrait Painting 
Murals & Monuments- Oil Paintings 

Etchings on Silk- Prints 
Mirrors- Photograph Frames 

Photographs Tinted 
PAINTINGS CLEANED and 
RESTORED - GILDING 

GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS, ETC. 
AR TISTS'S MA TERIA LS 

876 Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 
Opposite Fire House at Merion Ave. 

LA 5-8576 

Gl FTS TO DELIGHT 
BIG A ND LITTLE PEOPLE 

• 

Moratorium 
(Continued from page 1) 

for money donated by those members ofthe 
faculty who choose to sacrifice a day's sal-

ari.mong those organizations who would 
receive unearmarked funds are the Amer
ican Friends Service Committe~; the Com
mittee of Responsibility; Resls.tance; ~he 
Ardmore coalition; the GE um~n stnke 
fund; Vietnam Moratorium committee; and 

others. . h" t 
Those faculty and students WlS mg o 

contribute to Sacrifice for Peace should 
make checks payable to that fund and send 
them to Sharon Gibson at Erdman or Bob 
Schwartz 31 Jones. An accompanying note 
should s'pecify the organization, if any, 
which would be the receiver of the dona-

tion. . . 
seasons greeting cards for explammg 

the reason for not giving a gift are also av
ailable. 

tittle Theatre 
"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf,'' 

Edward Albee's award-winning drama 
about fun and games on a small college 
campus, will be presented by the Hav
erford-Bryn Mawr Little Theater at 
8 p,m, next Friday and "Saturday, Dec, 
12 and 13. Tickets will be about $1.50 
and profits are to benefit AF SC, 

Organizations 
Please send any suggestions for or

ganizations to be included as benefic
iaries of the annual League Campus 
Fund Drive to Giga Madej, Erdman by 
Dec. 20. 

it ~s uneasy to be 
an owl at 
bryn mawr 
not easy to be a poet. i am distant from 
reality, too often in a thought world: 
separate and bound by (english) ivy 
believing it more fun to build 
ivory towers in the air than on the earth. 
hoping because there are papers and 
uamsth~ · 

i might be moving from a starting point 
to find the word that is promised. 
can there be joy to sustain me ? would 
that the bell would knell, would that 
there were laughter. 

WANT WARM? 
WANT BEAUTI FU L? 

reflecting, 
apple bee 

There is a show ?f paintings by Charles 
Stegeman, new c~a1rman of the Art Dept. 
ment, and h1s wife Francoise Andre' in 
comfort basement. The show will run 
through the 12th, and is open to the 
public wed. through sat. from 2:30 to 
10 p.m. 

Women 's Liberation 
Women's liberation discussion groups 

will be held at Bryn Mawr Tuesdays 
at 7:30 p.m. and Wednesdays at 8:JO 
p.m. in Erdman's French dining room. 
Everyone interested is welcome. For 
further information, contact Terry 
Benes, Erdman or Prudy Crowther 
Rockefeller. ' 

EUROPE 
It's t he lowest round-trip air 
fare ... and it goes'right to 
Luxembourg in the heart of 
Europe. Daily departures. 
No group restrictions. Just 
spend 22 days or more in 
Europe and return by May 
15. Call your travel agent 
NOW. ' 
---------------·--------, 

To: ICELANDIC AI RLINES I! 
630 Fifth Ave. (Rockefeller Center), I: 
N.Y. 10020 0 PL 7-8585 I 

I 
Please send descript ive Folder CN.I 

I 
Na me I 

II 
I 
I 

Add ress 11 
:: 
II 

City II 
I 

State Zip___ I, 
I ' 

My Travel Agent is I 
I ------------------------· 

~ 
ICELANDIC AIRLINES 

-~ l!Jf1.!.3]Jjj;J 

STILL 
LOWEST 
AIR FARES 

iTOEUROPE I 
I of any scheduled airline. 

RUANAS 
PONCHOS 
CAPES 
PO L1 SH COATS 
SWEATERS FROM ALL OVER 

PEASANT GA RB 
868 Lancaster Ave. 
Bryn Mawr 

223 South 17th St. 
Philadelphia 
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Viewpoint : 

leftist-Rightist Barriers Collapse at New Right Conference 
By Dave Cross 

1 first noticed the black flag · covering 
the wall behind the speaker, its message 
bOldlY printed in gold letters: LAISSEZ 
FA!RE. Nearby was the gold on black 
dollar sign flag, created by superimposing 
the initials of the organizat.io.n. S. I: L. 
which means Society for IndiVIdual Lib
erty. A silver-haired elder prophet, made 
patient by years of crying in the wilderness, 
addressed an enthusiastic audience of Lib
rtarlans, a movement born of the far . right 
~ of Ayn Rand's objectivism. 

There I was, a veteran of New Left 
and paclfist conferences, who dropped in for 
my own amusement, admitted free by a 
press pass jokingly received from the 
~EWS staff, tentatively and crassly hop- . 
~g to collect observations required for a 
sociology course. I expected to be gross
ed out by the far right and I feared my 
inability to suppress laughter at the 18th 
.century Ideas I expected to hear. But I 
soon found myself right at home. From 
the literature in the hallway and the in
jokes to the predictable variety of per
sooa!ltles with their predictable standing 
disagreements, it looked and felt like any 

New Left conference. More surprising 
and soon exciting to me was the similar
ity between this ideology and my own. 
This wasn't the far right I knew! 

The dissolution of the old right-left dis
tinction was one of the major themes pre
sented by the panel. Rob Manis, a young 
economics Professor from Stanford, 
analyzed this change in the political spec
trum. ''Now we can see a realignment 
of people who have been in the left and 
right so that the main division in the future 
is between authoritarians and libertarians. 
Libertarians of both left and right are get
ting together. The counter culture, young 
turned-on people, are primarily libertarian 
in their orientation. 

"Manis suggested that Leninist politics 
are attractive to many of the (former) left 
only because a well-developed anarchistic
! i be r t a r ian position is lacking. 
Libertarians are trying to provide that po
sition, and thus part ways with the au
thoritarians on the traditional right. 
From their origins in the right Libertarians 
retain and purify the theories of laissez 
faire, but they condemn groups like Birchers 
and YAF as the "gestapo ·of the liberal
corporate state." 

Fidelity 
lets Y!JU join 

the Jet set 
for half fare 

Manis continued, " ..• Because of this 
left-right thing people are hung upon rhe
toric, words like socialism and lais(lez 
faire capitalism. Laissez faire capitalism 
has more in common with utopian socialists 
(who would form their own communities 
and leave others along) than it does with 
state capitalism, those who are using the 
government to promote their own cartels, 
restrict competition, get government con
tracts, impose their world views on the 
rest of us.' 

Origins Evident 

The rightest origins of the Liberatarians 
were occasionally evident. They sing anti
communist songs you would never hear 
at a radical pacifist conference. But their 
analyses and proposals shed new light 
on problems which have long plagued rad
icals. Take public education as an ex
ample. The 'state uses its monopoly on 
force to conscript students (at the truant 
officer's gunpoint) and to steal money 
(taxes), which flows to the pockets of ed
ucators who may or may not be doing 
a good job. There is no competition 
to keep schools on their toes, as there 

We want your money in a F idelity Specia l Checking Ac
count. And we're prepared to bribe you to sign up. 

Or. if you prefer, you may choose a high intensity study 
lamp especially designed for deep personal thinking. 

A free American Youth Plan ID Card entitles you to one
half air fare on a stand-by basis on American, United, 
Western, TWA, Northeast. Northwest, and Continental 
Airlines. And you get one-third off on a reserved seat basis 
on Air West, Eastern, Braniff, Delta, and National Airlines. 
The card gets low student rates at some of the best hotels 
as well. (Note: The a irl ines restrict the Youth Plan Card 
to students under 22.) 

To get the bribe just open a Fidelity Special Checking Ac
count for as little as $25 at one of our 60 offices. Fill out the 
coupon and bring along your student ID card or proof of 
college matriculation. You 'll soon find out the account is a 
pretty good deal. Checks cost only 10¢ each. You pay only 
for checks you use. No 50 cents a month service charge 
during the summer if you don't use the account. Minimum 
balance? Only a dollar. 

So come on in witll your coupon, proof, and $25 now. 

r------------------------------, 
I Application for Fidelity Special Checking Account . : 

I He re is $ __ to open a new Fidelity Specia l Ch eckrng Account rn I 
I the na me of : I 
I Miss I 
I I 
1 Mrs . I 
I Mr . I 
I I 
I School Address I 
I I 
I City State Zip 1 

: 0 A merican Yout h Pla n ID Card 0 High Intensity Lamp I 
1 Only good for students under 22. 79 l 
L--- - ---------------------------

THE FIDELITY BANI< 
1200 Lancaster Avenue 
Rosemont, Pa. 19010 

Me mber Fede ral Deposit Insurance Corporation 

would be if a compromise Libertarian 
measure were adopted. Suppose the state 
gave the money spent on each child's 
education to the parents, who would be 
free to select which school their children 
will attend. Who would pay money for the 
kind of education (detention) which occurs 
in most public school systems? A wide 
variety of private institutions would corn
pete for these funds by trying to offer a 
better product. Needless to say, the idea 
that teachers should be paid for success 
in teaching would be resisted by unions 
(supported by government law) and pro-. 
fessions (supported by government lic
ensing requirements). Who benefits from 
the present educational system? Solely 
the educational bureaucrats. Look to the 
plight of the American Indians to see what 
happens to you when most services are 
provided by bureaucrats. Ideally, the Lib
ertarians would have no tax revenue at 
all, no state-enforced monetary system, 
and no state. The dim prospects for 
realizing this anarchistic heaven do not 
prevent most Libertarians from advanc
ing measures, like Milton Friedman's tax 
and welfare proposals, which compromise 
their ideal model but make the world 
somewhat better. 

The Libertarian response to a typical con
servative concern is that the ' 'way to get rid 
of communists in government jobs is to get 
rid of the jobs." To begin dismantling the 
powerful government bureaucracy liber
tarians envisage free market alternatives 
which will compete with state services (ed
ucation, police protection). successful 
competition is possible because the corp
orate-liberal state is inevitably and hor
r ibly inefficient. As free market alter
natives develop people will more readily 
resist the expensive and inefficient state 
in a tax-strike. 

Dupli(ate Bridge Club 
The Haverford-Bryn Mawr Duplicate 

Bridge Club will hold its next session 
Sunday, Dec, 7, 1:30 p.m. in Jones 
Basement. Admission is free. 

What will 
1970 brides 
be wearing? 
The current 
issue of 

MODERN 
BRIDE 
previews 
spring 
fashions 
and helps 
you plan 
every step 
of the most 
important 
day of all. 
At !JOU I' 

n ewsstand now 
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More on Grades: / G 

Grades Stifle Creativity, Impede Individual Deve opment , 
The following is the text of a 

comprehensive research paper done on 
grades and the ramifications of the grading 
system. 

By Bill Loughery 
There is a definite lack of authoritative 

research on and analysis of the gr ading 
system. It may be unfair to blame the 
grading system for so many of our failures 
as I have done. However, it is fair to 
attribute these failures to the rigid struc
ture of our educational system, of which 
the grading system is a part. While 
finding a constructive alternative to the 
grading system will not cure the vast· 
majority of our educational ills, it will 
be a step in the right direction. It is time 
to quit griping and complaining of the 
deteriorating world situation and began 
reforming our educational system (both 
within schools and without), which is at 
least partly to blame for ma.1y of our 
national problems. 

Grades and the Individual 
"Society will need a great number of 

flexible, creative people with highly devel 
oped human potential andintellectualpower. 
The educational system will have to assume 
a primary responsibility for fostering this 
kind of human development." (Trent and 
Medsker, 1967). 

Is our educational system producing 
enough and intelligent individuals to lead 
our nation in the coming decades? There 
is considerable evidence that it is not and 
will not begin to fulfill this responsibility 
until there is revision of the grading system. 

There is a tendency among educators to 
treat grades as a political rather than 
personal issue. By doing this, the real 
issue is obfuscated, the purpose of the grad- · 
ing system and its effects on the individual. 

Grades and Evaluation 

The teacher's evaluation of a student's 
work can be a most effective aid in learning. 
It becomes essential if the student is to 
grow and develop at an optimal rate. Un
fortunately, the grading system is an in.,. 
accurate and inad_e~quiite means of evaluation 
that is actually stunting the personal devel
opment of many students. 

A student's grades and grade point average 
are an insufficient measure of educational 
growth (Webster, Freedman and Heist: The 
American College). Grades do not measure 
the time a student spent studying, time he 
diverted to other constructive activities, 
illness, emotional upset or the personality 
of the student. 

One study at Berkeley found that half 
of the students surveyed (2,500) did not 
believe that grades reflected even fairly 
well what an individual accomplished in a 
course. Even 40% of the students with the 
highest gr ade point average thought grades 
were a poor reflection of how much they 
learned (Heist: Creative College Student). 

High school grades and SAT scores have 
been found to be a poor indicator of aca
demic accomplishment during the under
graduate years (Heist 1968). Further
more, creative individuals (as defined by 
Getzels and Jackson in Creativity and In
telligence) are likely to score lower on 
IQ and aptitude, because these tests are 
conforming and reject novel ideas as wrong. 
In fa~t, a high IQ may well mean a high 
degree of conformity (Getzels and Jackson 
1962). 

Grades are not needed as a mtlans of 
evaluation for admission to many graduate 
schools and some schools have had good 
success in getting their students into grad
uate schools without grades. There is 
considerable evidence that mosl graduate 
schools will drop all grade requirements 
if confronted by large numbers of under
graduate institutions (Teaf, 1963). 

college grades are also generally poor 
indicators of creativity, achievement and 
success in later life (Price, Taylor and 
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Richards 1962, 1964; Taylor, Smith and 
Giselin 1963). one expert on the field 
of education has gone so far as to say 
that grades have not been found to con
stitute a reliable index of any dimens ion 
of a student's work or life, except other 
school grades. For this reas on, the aca
demic institutions are letting their stu
dents down by not providing a meaningful 
system of evaluation that students so des
perately need. 

Grades as an Incentive 
The emphasis that grades place on ex

cellence can be so powerful that it rein
forces feelings of guilt and inadequacy 
rather than stimulating outstanding per
formance or achievement(Freedman, 1962). 
Paul Heist uses this quotation in The 
creative College Student to illustr a te this 
point: 

"Even though he (a student at a leading 
undergraduate engineering s chool) had done 
weU, he graduated feeling he was second
rate since he was eight in rank, not first, 
in his senior class. He was also dis 
consolate because his roommate and his 
five closest friends !"lad received higher 
scores on a nationwide competitive exam
ination. He was "only'; thir tieth in the 
entire country on this examination. s uch 
was his evidence for being second-rate." 
Nor is this an isolated case. Re searchers 
have recor ded many other instances where 
grades have had the same effects. 

The fear of failure that grades help rein
force discourages students fr om diversi
fying. Grades encourage students to take 
easier courses, rather than harder ones 
in which they could learn more. Grades 
also tend to force students to major in sub
jects that they are not really inte rested in, 
but in which they get good grades. The 
pressures of grades also encour age stu
dents to cheat (Heist 1968, Birney 1963), 
thereby coming in direct conflict with the 
Honor System. 

Grades are essentially a system of re
wards. A high grade is a positive reward, 
and a low grade is a negative reward or 
punishment. However, both positive and 
negative rewards are in fact negative, be 
cause they strongly suggest that a task is 
not worth doing for its own s ake. If grades 
must be given as a rewar d for learning, 
then there is little. reason to learn for a' 
grade in itself is essentially and intr in
sically meaningless. On the other hand, if 
knowledge is worth learning for its own 
sake, then the subject material its elf can 
become a powerful incentive. 

Grades and Their Psychological Effects · 

The anxiety and stress that gr aded ex
aminations and papers put on an individual 
are often harmful to his psychological and 
emotional development. The causes of this 
pressure, are based on seve ral miscon
ceptions. Grades do not measure per
sonality development, and high gr ades are 
not good indicators of high personal de
velopment. Furthermore, it is not possible 
to separate emotional and psychological 
from intellectual development. Gr ades 
have an effect on all forms of deve lopment. 

In several studies, it was found that 
students that are in groups that tend to be 
grade conscious score lower on several 
psychological scales, in~luding social ma
turity, impulse express ion, schizoid func
tiorfing and developmental status. Heist 
discovered that students who delay or sup
press his impulses seem to get better 
grades than those who don't. Other studies 
have found that the present conformist 
educational system benefits the introver ted 
student at the expense of the extroverted. 
(Katz 1968). 

Jack Coleman once asked the Haverford 
student body, "Why don't you drop your 
cool?" The answer to that question may 
well be that Haverford is, at the expense 
of the extroverted student, accepting a high 

ELECTRONICS CO. 
45 W. LANCASTER AVE. 

ARDMORE, PA. 
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Sate4 & Sewta 
Stereo & Hi-Fi Equipment - Radio - TV- Tape Recorders 

percentage of intr overted students that are 
ot a s p s ychologically well developed. These 

~tudents played the game in high school 
and got good grades, while the extroverted 
student often did not. Because of undue 
emphas is on grades, the extroverted stu
dent m ay be cheated out of the Haverford 
experience. . 

Most college students today are l.n c?l-
le ge because they got good grades m hlgh 

hoo1 However at the same time, these 
sc • ' d · t· tic students are more lonely an pnva lS • 
In one study, over 35% of the men at 
Berkeley said that they did not have a close 
friend of the same sex. Other studies show 
that s tudents of high intelligence have heter
osexual relations at a later age. Also, 
subs titute sexual activities are more com
mon and are frequently accompanied with 
feelings of guilt. (Vance Packard: The 
Status seekers; Katz 1968) 

Guilt Feelings 
The emphasis that grades place on ex

cellence may serve to reinforce feelings 
of guilt and inadequacy (Freedom and Heist), 
that mav intrude into the interpersonal 
relation~hips of the individual causing him 
to become introverted. students of today 
express a greater degree of sadism and 
crue lty in their relations with others. 
(Heath 1968). 

The principle of competition that per
vades the grading system also contributes 
to the expression of cruelty in interpersonal 
relations. Grades, especially those based 
on a curve, are based on the principle that 
the be tter an individual does in relation 
to the rest of the class, the higher his , 
gr ade is. There is little incentive to help 
other students, because this may mean the 
lowe ring of your own grade. Also, gr ade
oriented students work harder at mastering 
material, and harder at avoiding integr ating 
this material into their personality (Heist 
1968), therefore making it more difficult 
to internalize their own systems of values. 
It i s a wonder that the Haverford Honor 
Sys tem functions as well as it does, con
sidering that it operates in conflict with 
the gr ading systam, which underm .ines the 
concept of comm unity and concern for the 
indiv idual, in addition to encouraging the 
e xpression of cruelty in one's relations with 
others and discouraging the internalization 
of va lue systems. 

There is another way in which gr ades 
undermine self-respect. success under a 
gr ading system is excelling in the imme
diate task of learning a body of facts for 
an exam or paper. However, as soon as 
it i s completed, the individual starts over 
again. After numerous cycles of assign 
and test the individual finds himself almost 
r ight back wher e he started from. This 
is hardly the best system for building self
r espect. 

After twelve years of learning under 
this system, it is not surprising that a large 
number of students are burned out and 
withdraw into passivity and privati.:;m. The 
thought of facing fou r mor:! y9ars of a 
s imilar system in college can hardly be 
looked forward to with enthusiasm. It is 
also not surprising that less than 25% of 
college students have intrinsic intellectual 
values or commitment when they graduate 
(Katz 1968). 

Grades and the Creative Student 
Gr ades often force exceptional students 

to conform to a rigid set of standards. 
They also often place restrictions on imag
inative and creative thinking. In fact, high 
cour se grades are often a result more of 
narrowness and conformity than original· 
thinking (Brown 1962) .. 

Creative students (as defined by Heist 
in The Creative College student) drop out 
at a higher rate than other students. In 
seve ral studies, the major ity ofthe creative. 
students failed to graduate from the college 
they entered four YE!ars earlier. In one. 
s ample of women, 90% of those in the high
est creativity category withdrew, trans
ferred or dropped out (one might wonder 
how m any creative students stay in because 
of the draft) (Heist 1968). 

Cr eative students who stay in college 
ar e in more theoretical and less s truc
tured fields, still, these students often com
pl ain of rigidity and conformity (Heist 
1968), Creative students are often less 
desired by teachers (Getzels and Jackson, 
1962) and demand more of a teacher' s time 
because they are more curious. These 
same students often r idicule rigid tests 
as a waste of time and study very little 
for them, which further alienates them 
from the professor. 

s tudents who received better acactem· 
. tt 

ratmgs often turn out to be conform] , 
and r igid. These individuals are likely~' 
r e main in s chool, while the creative i: 
likely to transfer or drop-out. The·se 
high achievement students are often the 
ones who oppose reform of the gradin 
s ystem, while the creative student ha: 
dropped out and no longer has a voice 
in acade mic r eform. 

Grades and Student-Faculty Relations 
Grades contribute to the growing im. 

personalization in student-faculty relation
ships , competition for grades in high 
school creates a facade between students 
and teachers that continues in college, As 
a result of this, students don't value close 
relationships with the faculty (Katz 1968), 
Even if there is an opportunity for social 
contact or s tudent-faculty conferences, they 
are often ignored, because only the grade 
counts (Teaf 1963). 

Another effect of the grading system is 
that students are less willing to question 
their professors, because of fear (both 
founded and unfounded) of retaliation and a 
fear of showing their ignorance. Further
more , many courses and exams are struc
tured not for learning, but for a good grade 
spread. Pickayune homework assign-
ments are c o 11 e c red to Insure a 
" fair grade' ' . Assignments and tests 
are often s t r u c t u r ed so that they 
a r e easy to grade, Ques tions are 
ofte;-1 left unanswered by teachers be
cause a cer tain quahtity ofinformationmust 
be covered before the next exam. In this 
situation, the less demanding conformist 
student is more desirable, because he is 
less likely to ask questions andtake up class 
t ime. 

Another result of the grading system is 
especially dis tressing. Grades take the 
place of ve r bal encouragement and inter
action be twe:m the student and teacher. 
Not only do .faculty members fail to en· 
courage s tude nts, students are very wary 
of complimenting faculty for fear of lx1ing 
looked on a s br owning up the teacher. 
This. atmosphere is hardly conducive to 
friendly, s pontaneous relationships. . 

Teachers spend hours on computing 
gr ades, whe n they could spend the time 
inter acting with students and developing 
their intelle ctual interests (Teaf 1963), 
Since it i s difficult to separate intellec· 
tual fr om m oral and psychological growth, 
it would al s o be of value to both students 
and faculty if they knew about each other's 
interests and problems. 

Finally, the question of students who 
would become freeloaders under a no grade 
s yste m must be answered. The grading 
s ystem is partly to blame for these stu· 
dents getting into college in the first place, 
for these s tudents sho:Jld:Javebeenscreened 
out in their e arly years. Also, there are 
·some stud;~nts who goof -off underthe present 
s ystem. The risk of creating a few more 
freeloaders is wor th the possible gain of 
many more intellectually motivated stu· 
dents" 

G rades and Society 
Grades help contribute to the impersonal 

atmosphere of our society by assigning a 
series of e ssentially meaningless numbers 
to e ach individual. These numbers can 
often decide the fate of the individual. 

Educators consider outside factors (the 
draft, the war, gr aduate school and familY 
problems) to have a much greater bearmg 
on the s tude nt's psychological problems 
than grades. However, the grading system 
may indirectly be a cause of these outside 
influences. 

The gr ading system is one of the reasons 
for the inability of our nation's leaders 
to solve our major problems. The argu· 
ment goes something like this: 

"Many or most of the A students ·· that 
i s the achiever type - are unable to handle 
well the essentially technical problems that 
char acterized our society during itS de· 
veloping s tages; the problems that face 
leaders in the highly developed society that 
America is today are not essentially of thiS 
type; many, probably most, achiever-type 
students who move through college and 
university into positions of leadershiP are 
not capable of coping with this new kind o! 
problem; the people who might be capable 
of coping with them - the creatives ~ 
are not, by and large, moving through our 
educational s ystem into positions ofleader· 
ship· we ought therefore, to restructure 

, ' ""e our educational pr ocesses and rede'"' 
' ' success" in them so that many more 

(Continued on page 13) 
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Grades grading system, are also those that are 
most resistant to changes in the grading 
system. These people perpetuate a system 
that inhibits the growth of some of our 
finest students. 

(Continue d fr om page 12) 

reatives will seek and achieve success.' 
~Maddi, 1966; Keniston, 1967). 

The grading system has also contributed 
to the failure of big business to respond 
to social, economic and political problems. 
Economics courses are often more rigid 
and rigorous than other . social sciences. 
These courses are tailor-made for the 
mcentive type student and an anathema 
tor the less structured creative student. 
creative students, who could use the power
ful resources of business to cure some of 
our political and economic ills, are dis
couraged from entering this field. The 
•rade conscious student, who has the proper 
type of personality for the profit. motivated 
bUsiness, is left to run our nation's most 
powerful businesses. 

our national leaders have been educated 
under the grading system arid show many 
of the characteristics of uncreative stu
dents (Heist 1968). They tend to challenge 
authority or established institutions only 
when it is safe. They look at life from a 
legalistic point of view. They also see 
relationships less multi-dimensionally 
(bringing to mind Marcuse's valid criticism 
of today's society in One Dimensional Man). 
They also try to avoid confronting the most 
important problem s facing them. 

'!bese national leaders, as well as many 
faculty, students and administrators who 
gained and are gaining the most from the 

There is a definite need for positive 
constructive evaluation in the classroom. 
A system that enables faculty and students 
to interact on an individual basis is needed. 

Possible Solutions 
A pos sible solution to the grading prob

lem might involve some of the following 
ideas. Every two of three weeks the teach
er would give students an examination out
side of class that he expects the students 
to be able to do in one hour with a closed 
book. If the student did not complete the 
exam in one hour, he could take longer. 
I! he couldn't do the examination with a 
closed book, he could use the book. Jf he 
finally had to resort to help from the 
teacher or other students, he could do that 
t.oo. At the end of the examination, he would 
note whether or not he received outside help 
or used his book and how long it took him 
to do the exam. The teacher would read 
over the examination and have conferences 
with students who need help or wish to do 
extra work. At the beginning of each se
mester, each class would meet informally 
in a dorm to discuss how the course should 
be run and graded. After a few weeks, a 
similar meeting would determine the ef
fectiveness of the course and evaluation. 
At the end of the semester, the student 
would receive a grade (letter , pass-fail, 
number or "banding") on a report card 
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1 (June 19- July 30) 

LONDON PARIS 
(June 30-Aug. 11) (June 19- July 30) 

LENINGRAD 
(June 25-Aug. 17) 

Open to undergraduate men and women 
Courses will center on Renaissance Jtaly, 18th Century England , Modern France , 17th Century 
French Classicism, and Studies in Russian and Soviet Culture. · 
Costs: Florence, London , Paris- $750 - includes room, board, tuition and excursions. 

Leningrad - $1600 - includes airfare, room, board, tuition, weekend excursions 
two-week trip to Caucasus an d Central Asia ' 

Classes taught in English by Sarah Lawrence facul ty and guest teachers. Intensive language 
courses m Itahan, French and Russian available. 
A tour of Greece and the Greek Islands organized by Sarah Lawrence College takes place after 
the Florence and Paris summer sessions. 

ACAD EM IC YEAR ABROAD : GENEVA PARIS 
FURTHER INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM: 

The Foreign Studies Office, Sarah Lawrence College, Bronxville, N.Y. 10708 
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For Students~ 
we • 

make concessions 
$12 Single· $18 Double 

The Biltmore in New Yo rk digs students .. . and they 
dig us! Our groovy rooms (newly decorated by a way
out guy named jacques) .. . our restaurants . .. our hospi
tal ity .. . and our " in" location. ·The Bi ltmore is on the 
East Side "where the act ion is." 

Want to swing the New York way? Then stay at the 
Biltmore, baby_ .. the only hote l that makes concessions 
without any student demands. 

For reseruations: 
In Co ntinental USA ca ll free . . ... . .... . . 800-221-2690 
In New York State ca ll free ... . ...... . .. 800-522-6449 
In New York City _ . ..... _ .......... -- .... . 340-2776 

Other Realty 
Hotels in 
New York 

The Barclay 
The Rooseve l t 

The Commodore 

THE I\IEW A REALTY HOTEL 

BILTMORE 
" A Famous Hote l W ith Great Tradition" 

Madiso n Avenu e at 43rd Street 
New Yo rk, N . Y. 10017 

with a brief explanation of the meaning 
of the grade. On the student's transcript 
would appear a list of the courses that he 
successfully completed. After each semes
ter, the Academic Standing Committee would 
check on students who did not seem to be 
making satisfactory progress. 

transcripts with grades on them. 

This is only part of one proposal. There 
should be a college-wide Colloquium to 
pool our resources to find the best possible 
alternative to the grading system. 

The reform of the grading system should 
be only a beginning. As this report demon
strates, there are many other problems 
thatface the academiccommunity. Faculty
student interaction stemming from a revis
ion of the grading system could be very 
helpful in presenting solutions to these 
other problems. 

An institute should be set up to coor
dinate similar moves nation-wide . An 
effort should be made by the small liberal 
arts colleges to confront the graduate 
schools on this issue by refusing to send in 
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photograp h y. Write Camp Director, 138 Red 
Rambling Drive, Lafayette Hill, Pa . 19444. LA 5-4811 
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WILBURGER'S 

SKI SHOP, INC 

Fur Hats 
Body Shirts 
Fur Vests 
Ponchos 

Belts 
Tote Bags 

And Everything For The Skier, Too! 

Bryn Mawr Ma ll 
Bryn Mawr, Pa . 525-6688 
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Van Ronk Sees Little Hope 
For Music in Nixon Land 

By lrv Ackelsberg 

With a beautifully mellow voice and 
a gently rhythmic guitar Dave Van Ronk 
began his set at the Main Point with 
Leonard Cohen's 11Bird on the Wire." But 
the final words of the song, "I have tried 
in my way to be free,'' had barely sub
sided when the folk song, "Candy 
Man," emerged with the vocal harshness 
of a cement mixer. It was indeed difficult 
to imagine both these sounds coming from 
one performer. 

There has never been a better rendition 
of 1'Both Sides Now" but at the same 
time he can sing about such things as 
his favorite canyon ("where the unicorn is 
horny in the spring • • • by the mislocated 
mesa ••• you can take your other canyons 
and go shove"), an exercise he refers 
to as " an intellectual enema.'' Talking 
with him after the show it became 
clear, however, that all musical roads 
somehow lead to Dave Van Ronk. 

Began with Jazz 

Beginning in a jazz group in which he 
played guitar and jazz banjo, Van Ronk 
took off by himself. "It's a chore working 
with a group," he said. "Besides, you 
have to split the money too many ways.'' 
He soon acquired the sounds of blues, 
rock, folk, and jug band, making it dif
ficult to categorize him into any 
one of the separate areas. "I was -,more 
like my influences a· few years ago~ old 
blues sing-ers like Gary Davis, But now 
they've all been pretty much digested," 
he remarked. 

Continuing to explain his s tyle, 
Van Ronk said, "I'm not trying to say any
thing generally. Each specific song 
means precisely what it says. A set or 
an album may give an overall impression 
·but it's like any good conversation--you 
touch on a whole range of subjects, My 
delivery is dictated by the lyric.'' He feels 
that the only performer that similarly 
uses many types of songs, including a 
few original ones, is Judy Collins. 

Nixon land Music 
Putting down his pipe he reached for 

a Marlboro and returned to his notion 
that form is dictated by music. Van Ronk 
mentioned that in popular music "the words 
are stupid and the music is stupid.'' He 
believes that the "conventional pop-pieties" 
.are representative of the level of 
understanding of music in 1!Nixon Land.' ' 
With the advent of popular rock music he 
sees very few signs of change: "With 
the exception of a few of the old groups, 
like the Beatles and the stones, the stuff is 
going into serious decline, Even a group 
like Crosby, Stills, and Nash--take a look 
at some of their lyrics. 'I love you, you 

don't love me.' Tough shit! Who gives 
a rat's ass about adolescent mental pro
cesses. I find them very dull. There seems 
to be a lexicon of approximately 13 or 
14 accepted thoughts. Pre-Dylan folk music 
is basically the same way.'' 

Van Ronk sees his music in certain 
ways as a reaction to this fine American 
musical tradition, noting that "when I 
was growing up you had to listen 
to anything but what was on the goddamn 
Top 40.'' We can never feel safe from 
the demon of pop, he went on, because 
"Doris Day is always lurking in the w:ind.'' 

Movement Will Acquire Songs 
As for protest music, he predicts that 

eventually the movement will acquire songs 
as it did in the days of "We Shall Over
come.'' "In the 60's you had a vast coalition. 
Now it's much more fragmented, These 
songs were functional songs to knit people 
together like the old · union songs. You'll 
see it again, a movement with its own 
songs. But there is a lot of sorting out 
that has to be done.'' 

Van Ronk estimates that he spends about 
half the year on the road and in the re
cording studio, doing most of his 
work on the coasts. "The midwest is 
really Nixon Land," he said, "But 
civilization as we know it can exist in 
California." 

He has generally stayed clear of big 
promotional albums and concerts, explain
ing that "I've always been somewhat 
lazy. I have a very low tolerance for 
bullshit. But even though I'd hide as much 
as I could from them I wouldn't burn the 
money they'd give me." 

film Series 
FRIDAY: The second of three Orson 
Welles films, 'Citizen Kane." It is 
generally acclaimed as his greatest piece 
of directing. He also stars. Story 
of a tycoon who gets all he ever thought 
he wanted, and finds himself with noth
ing. 
SATURDAY: " Mr. Arkadin' ' little known 
but highly thought of. This and "Mag
ificent Ambersons" (which we can't get) 
were Welles' last great films. 
WEDNESDAY: "The Horse's Mouth,~' 
based on Joyce Cary's novel of an off
beat artist and the spirit of creativ
ity. Starring Alec Guiness. 

All films in Stokes at 8:30 
Note about exams: We will have seven 

films during exams, and are forced 
to charge for them. One ticket pays 
for any or all of the m<;>vies. Haverford 
and Bryn Mawr students, 75~; non stu
dents, $1.50. It works out to less than 
11~ per flick, anyway. 

-Ph oto by T . Ro b b ie A nderson 

r:{ ansom, the Savior of Perelandra, played by James Katowitz is approached by Sallie 
Leach as the Spider. The satanic Weston(Robert Sataloff)lies defeated at the rear. 

Dave Van Ronk, a mu sician with a vast range 
of materia l, recent ly at the Main Point. 

EDITORIAL : 

'Perelandra' Was 
An Artistic First 

"Perelandra" signified a unison of the 
arts at Haverford and Bryn Mawr. Be
lief in an imaginary world such as Pere
landra, "an infant world of floating 
islands", i s dependent upon production 
skills and the sincerity of presentation. 
'' Perelandra'' the dramatic unity has been 
the topic of much discussion, but too little 
attention has been given to the opera as a 
technical composite and as an educational 
opportunity of astronomical proportions. 

Polish , Believability 
The mood of "Perelandra", so much a 

function of technical effects, succeeded 
because of their polish and believabil
ity. Any science fiction enthusiast under
stands the d!fficulty 'of transposing ab
stract imaginary worlds into physical real
ities. Charles Stegeman, head of the fine 
arts department, must therefore be cited 
for his innovative set design. The tech
nical crews who realized the plan must be 
equally complemented~ in particular the 
lighting crew who succeeded in creating 
differing emotional tones on the same 
basic set. 

Musical Coordination 
Of course the other factor in the success 

of "Perelandra' was the contribution of 
the music department headed by Dr. Reese. 
The challenge of coordinating an orchestra, 
a chorus, and the leading roles was indeed 
a massive one. 

In view of the show's composite nature, 
Director Robert Butman must be recog
nized as a correlator and synthesizer. 
Organizing the Colleges' resources for 
a world premiere, Butman did not appear 
to -attempt a "slick" professional pro
duction. However, "Perelandra" had a 
definitive finesse. It stands as an 
unparalleled artistic achievement for the 
Haverford-Bryn Mawr community. 

If nothing makes 
difference, that fact 
final difference either. 

any final 
makes no 

John Barth 

ANOTHER VIEW: 

Led Zep Needs 
Getting Us_ed To· 

By Roy Goodman · 
As a r ecent NEWS review indicates 

it' s easy to underestimate "Led Zeppelin II': 
at first. Like their premier album, It 
takes plenty of getting used to. 

The album succeeds despite some very 
uneven playin{!;. Guitar ist Jimmy Page Is 
not up to par; Robert Plant sings well on a 
few numbers but butchers "Bring It on 
Home.' ' John Bonham displays technique and 
taste on drums--except, unfortunately, lor 
his one solo. The solo (on 11 Moby Dick") 
was probably played without drumsticks 
by the way--a little trick of Bonham's-~ 
and fails because he has echewed 
flashiness in favor of an experimental 
solo reminiscent of Ric Lee of Ten Years 
After. On the plus side, John Paul 
Jones is very good on organ and exceptional 
on bass; his bass work r anges from soulful, 
melodic lines to heavy, growling parts 
(dig "Heartbreaker") that are nearly pure 
beat. 

lyrics, Melodies Work 

Lyrics and melodies are not always 
great, but they work, Most of the songs 
rock like nobody's business, and a few 
(epitomized by "Ramble On") feature 
Zeppelin's specialty of starting a number 
quietly with acoustic guitar, maybe a little 
bass, Hawaiian guitar, and some subdued 
drumming, then building up to full power, 
11 The Lemon Song'' features changes in 
speed, and they are handled beautifully, 

Page produced the album, and though 
this could have led to some bad ego trips, 
it didn't; in fact, Page has less solo 
space than one might wish. Besides, Page 
turns a mean control. His stereo panning 
reaches hypnotic heights; where feedback 
and noise are introduced they work some
how. Some of the production effects 
are incredibly subtle; guitars have been 
lovingly multi-tracked, and Page can 
make an instrument come out of both 
channels but not seem to come from the 
center (damned if I know how,) 

Led Zeppelin is often compared to the 
Jeff Beck Group; both consist of guitar, 
bass, drums, and vocal, both star ex
Yar dbirds. Page wrote " Bolero" for Beck, 
and Jones plays on Beck's "Truth;" someof 
"The Le mon Song' ' sounds an awful lot. 
like Beck. I think Led Zeppelin wins the 
comparison; Beck is the better guitarist, 
but John Paul Jones' bass, some 
decent writing, and especially the first· 
rate production make Led zeppelin_petter on 
album. 

Time lost 
Now bright paradise dust 

shines through the r ed lace clouds 
Causing these rows 

of pallid stones to shi mmer 
like miniature icebergs. 

Each marble block 
with its moon - crater lawn is 

Earth's computer card; counting her sto· 
· 1c dwellers. 

On the outskirts 
of this pock - marked meadow 

a fresh spot rises above the rest 
under a pile of tear rusted wreaths 

and time stained flowers. 
A cramped Orpheus figure pulls 

itself from the decay and kneels 
in the shadows of time lost. 

Like a Roman peasant, it haggles 
with the crow's nest 

secured to 1ts contrasting monument. 
Facades of black satin fall 

from the skies as the spect ral shape rises 
and drags along the chalk path home, 

leaving only a cracked flu te in memoriam. 
Anne Thomforde 

AN EVENING WIT H 

MICHAEL COONEY 
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SPORTS 
Bears Halt Haverford Five In Debut; 
Ford Rally Fails In 60-56 Defeat 

The Ursinus Bears withstood a rally by 
a revived Haverford five, and won the sea
son opener, 60-56 before a boisterous 

. crowd in the Ursinus gym Wednesday night. 
Red Wave coach Tony Zanin's debut was 
nearly saved when Haverford recovered 
in the first half from what seemed to be a 
hopeless deficit. But a key three point 
play by Farney cattrell in the closing min
utes put the game out pf' reach once again. 

three-point play in the last minute. 
Haverford drew within fivo points on 

five occasions! at 36-34, 38-36, 42-40, 
52-501 but was frustrated in all attempts 
to get closer. 

From the Horse~s Mouth 
The Fords had four men in double fig

ures including the high point man, Davies, 
who scored 19 despite .being held to only 
a foul shot in the second half. Two men 
scored in double figures for Ursinus, in
cluding Cattrell, who also shared rebounding 
honors with Cullander with 11. 

By Dave Sloane 

The losers' dressing room was under
standably quiet after Wednesday night's 
6o.56 defeat at Ursinus, but somehow, it 
did not seem fitting for gloom to be the 
pervading atmosphere after the club's Her
culean effort. What was s triking about the 
game was not that the Red Wave had fail
ed to capitalize on their opportunities in 
the second half, or even the hor r or of 
watching the horne team build a 32-10 
lead in the first twelve minutes while their 
rowdy, partisan crowd tried to puncture our 
collective eardrums by banging with all 
their might on the removed tops of gar
bage cans, 

Instead, those eight minutes when the 
Red Wave could do no wrong dominated 
the memory. Maybe this is because I 
made a somewhat hasty prediction (some
thing about a winless season, I recall) dur
Ing the depths of the game ' s horrible be
ginning. Happily, a change of heart was 
1n order as freshman Bob Davies fired 
up the club, which outscored the Bears 
22-4 during the hot stretch. 

There were many Haverford mistakes 
In the second half, Travelling violations 
took the starch out of the Ford's offen-

Wrestling Opener 
Highlights Weekend 
Home Schedule 

The winter season gets into full sw.;ng 
this week as the wrestling team opens ns 
campaign here tomorrow. 

Tough Delaware provides the opposition 
here tomorrow in the Field House when 
Fritz Hartmann's squad begins it quest for 
another winning season. The wrestlers are 
also home Wednesday afternoon for a match 
against Kings. 

The basketball team journeys to Balti
more to play Johns Hopkins tomorrow night, 
and returns home Wednesday night to play 
Eastern Baptist in the home opener. The 
doubleheader (jayvee and var sity) follows 
the wrestling match. 

Finally, the fencing team has an away 
meet on Wednesday against Temple. 

;····---------------------------------
1 HERMAN'S USED FURNITUR~ 
I . 

1 35 E. Lancaster Ave. 
I ARDMORE, PA. Ml 9-9758 
I MON.-THURS. 10:30-4:30 
I FRI.&SAT.'Til6 
l WE ALSO BUY 
·····---~----------·------------------

Sundaes In 

THE COOP 
50c 

Vanilla, Chocolate, Pineapple 

·····------------------------------· . 

22 N. BRYN MAWR AVE. 

BRYN MAWR, PA. 19010 

Next to Post 
Office 

Pick-up and 
Deliver to 

Dorms . 
Bill Payday 

·····-----------------------------· 
' 

BRYN MAWR RADIO & 
TELEVISION CENTRE, Inc. 
1016-18 LANCAST ER AVE. 

BRYN MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA 
PHONE: LA 5-6300 

Magnavox - Zenith - Fisher 
General Electric - Sylvania 
KLH - Mcl11tosh - Sony 

Viking - Harman Kardon - Garrard 
Dynaco - Tawdberg - Dual 

Ampex - Bozak 

sive drive, and occasional defensive and 
rebounding lapses undermined the otherwise 
successful pressing man-to man defense 
employed by coach Zanin's squad through
out the second half. Nevertheless, there 
were also hopeful signs in the second half. 
Freshman Terry Pledger was five for six 
from the floor and Bruce Iacobucci and 
Eric CUllander also made heavy contribu
tions on offense and defense, 

Coach Zanin explained the post-game 
disappointment, "We beat ourselves,'' 
he said simply, and referred to the walk
ing violations as an example of what he 
meant, 

But even the frustration of such a close 
defeat could not tarnish the Ford's great 
comeback, which was all the more amaz
ing coming on the opponents home floor 
as it did. "They never quit," said Zanin 
happily, and he pointed out that the team's 
defense had held Ursinus to 28 points 
over the last 28 minutes. 

Haverford wlll do surprisingly well this 
season if Wednesday night's game is an 
accurate indication. The freshman have 
:llready made great progress, In addition, 
the team has tremendous desire for vic
tory. The tipoff was their obvious dis
appointment after the game, The players 
felt that they could have, and should have 
won. The fact that they spotted the Bears 
a 32-10 lead on their home court seemed 
almost forgotten, The next few games 
will not start out that way, and the re
sults may be different. 

To the deafening accompaniment of the 
orchestra of garbage can-top clangingfans, 
the Bears quickly jumped out to a huge 
lead in the early going, The Fords star
ted three freshmen and were understan
dably shaken when the home team poured 
in the first nine points, Center Eric CUI
lander's foul shot was Haverford's first 
point of the season and freshman guard 
Bob Davies scored the team's first field 
goal. However, Haverford wa:s buried 
in the first ten minutes, and trailed 20-5 
at that point, 

Ursinus continued to build its lead until 
it reached 32-10, when the Red Wave fin
ally got started. A foul shot by CUllan
der and a three point play by Davies ar
oused the Fords. Mter an Ursinus bas
ket, the Fords reeled off eight straight 
points and added another streak of six to 
close the gap to 36-32 by halftime. Dav
ies led the way, scoring 16 points in the 
ten minute stretch. 

Having completely reversed the pattern 
of the game, the Fords came out in the 
second half with high hopes for a come 
from behind victory, But Cattrell scored 
eleven points in the second half, enough 
to maintain the Bears' lead throughout, 
Numerous travelling violations and other 
turnovers also prevented the Fords from 
taking command, Terry Pledger's hot 
hand did keep the Fords in contention all 
the way, or at least until Cattrell turned 
an offensive rebound into a devastating 

* * * 
The jayvee suffered through a miserable 

evening as they dropped the opener of the 
twin bill to the Bears' jayvee, 116-48, The· 
Fords trailed 60-22 at the half, and were 
never in contention before or after, George 
Shotzbarger had 18 points to lead the losing 
effort, 

HAVERFORD G FT p 

Iacobucci 4 2- 2 10 
Jack 1 o- o 2 
Cullander 4 4- 6 12 
Davies 4 11-12 19 
P ledger 6 1- 3 13 
Gross 0 0- 2 0 
Norri s 0 o- 1 0 
Totals 1 9 18- 26 56 

URSIN US G FT p 

Schaal 4 6- 8 14 
Zimmerman 3 1- 3 7 
Cattrell 8 1- 1 17 
Hartline 4 o- 1 8 
Brown 4 o-o 8 
Keehn 1 2- 2 4 
Long 1 o- o 2 

Total s 25 10- 15 60 

Bridge: 

Grapplers Hope For Winning Mark 
While Rebuilding For The Future 

Strange Bidding 
May Signal 
Winning Play 

By Steve White 

NORTH 
S- O,J,8 
H-9,4 

By Roger Easton 

. "I'd call this a rebuilding year, But 
there's a lot of potential in this team. 
They're going to be good, and could be 
great." 

Thus spoke coach Fritz Hartmann about 
this year's wrestling team, prior to the 
first test in the quest for a fifth consec
utive winning season. The reasons for 
Hartmann's use of the term "rebuilding" 
to describe this season are the sopho
mores and fr eshmen on the team who, in 
Frtiz' s words, "will carr y the load." But 
they may well be up to the task. Soph Phil 
Taylor returns to defend his 145 pound 

LANNON'S picture framing 
PRINTS - Fine Arts Reproductions 

Paint ings Cleaned & Restored 
Mirrors Resilvered 

1007 LANCASTER AVENUE 
Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010 LA 5-4526 

----- --------------------------------
MAD'S 

DISCOUNT RECORDS 
Largest Selection of Folk 

Music, Pop, Classical 
h and Jazz 

9 W. Lancaster Ave. 
· Ardmore 

Ml 2-0764 
-------------------------------------~ 

ARDMORE 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Mon. - Sat. 8:30 - 5:30 
Wed. & Fri. 8:30- ,S:OO 
Auto Parts Distribbtor 
Equipment & Supplies 

slot and will be hard to dislodge. The 
c lass of '73 has five frontrunners for 
positions, with three of them footballers. WEST 
charlie Cheek will wrestle at 128, Ed S-5 

D-4,3 
C-10,8,7,6,4,2 

EAST 
S-K,9,7,3 

Zubrow at 170, and Gaeton Zor zi takes H-K,8,6 H-Q,J,7,5,2 
D-K,9 
C-A,9 

the 190 slot. Jim Koshland goes in at D- A,O,J, 10,8,7,6,5 
137 and cross-country refugee Glen Hines C- J 
will be at 177. Hartmann characterized SOUTH 
t:he Rhinies as very good prospects, but 
their experience, as a group, is limited. 

Of the returning upperclassmen, Cap-
tain Chris Colvin and senior John Barbis 
bring the best records, Colvin suffered 
only one loss last year, and that was af
ter he ·had struggled to drop down to 
167, instead of wrestling in his normal 
' 'unlimited" class. Barbis was 9-1-1 
in the 137 pound class. 

There was a lot of pressure on last . 
year's squad, which had a plethora of 
seniors. As a whole they started slowly, 
but improved speedily and the team was 
very tough at season's end. This year, with 
a younger team and, consequently, less 
pressure , the team's chances are difficult 
to assess. Butitis easy to believe Hartmann 
when he says, " We're going to surpnse 
a lot of people, and beat alotof them, too." 

saturday' s opponent, Delaware, is 
probably the toughest on the schedule , fol
lowed by Johns Hopkins. swarthmore 1s 
bound to be right up there, and, you can 
bet they are itching for revenge after losing 
to a Hartmann-coached Red Wave squad 
for the first time l ast year. But it i s 
quite apparent that no team on the slate 
this year can't be beaten by the grapplers. 
captain Colvin made this perfectly clear 
when he described the team as "ballsy,' 
and the guys will try to prove it this sat
urday at 2:30. 

-----------------------------------·: 
Special Student I 

I 
I 
I Discounts on: 

ARDMORE TYPEWRITER 
43 W. LANCASTER AYL 

(ICIIIS tml Arllll.-1 Tllll trl) Ill ..... .,,_. 

I 
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Bidding: East 
-1 H 
2S 
3H 
Double 

S- A, 1 0,6,4,2 
H-A,10,3 
D-2 
C-K,0,5,3 
South West North 
Double 2 D Pass 
3 C Pass Pass 
Pass Pass 4 C 
Pass Pass Pass 

When South ignored the information pro
vided by the bidding in today's hand, he 
failed to land an easy contract. The hand 
is taken from a recent Haverford-Bryn 
Mawr Duplicate Bridge Club game. 

The auction was decidedly strange, es
pecially west's pasSj:ls. With a good eight 
card suit, an outside king, and two single
tons, most players would be tryingfqr slam. 
Perhaps four of the diamonds were on the 
left side of his hand, and four on the right 
side. While the other players' bids are 
not perfect, at least they seem to have 
their cards sorted properly. 

Against south's four club contract, west 
started with two rounds of diamonds, south 
trumping the second. In order to develop 
an entry to dummy to try the spade fin
esse, south led the ace and then a low 
heart. When East led a third heart, the 
dummy trumped, The queen of spades 
was led and covered by the king and ace. 
When South led another spade, westquickly 
seized this opportunity to 1 discard'' his 
singleton trump. Since the ace of clubs 
still had to be lost, South was down one. 

With ten between his hand and dummy, 
south surely should have started right 
away to pull trumps. From the bidding 
East was known tohavefourspades,sowest 
was sure to. ruff the second spade lead, 
Immediate trump leads prevent the ruff, 
and South then makes his doubled con
tract. south was not too unhappy to lose 
100 points, since East-West were cold 
for game in hearts, diamonds, or notrurnp, 
but gaining 510 would have been even bet
ter. 
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Members of the Ardmore Community prepare for Saturday night's Gospel Concert in 
Roberts Hall. Admission is $1.25 for the 8:30 p.m. concert. Proceeds will go to the 
Serendipity Day Camp Fund. The Concert, a campus favorite for t~e past few years, will 
include members of the Haverford College Black Student League on the program for the 
fi rst time. 

Need for Stimulating the Arts 
Discussed By Professor of Drama 

By Ashley Doherty 
Speaking to a group of alumnae, faculty, 

and sub-freshmen at a luncheon during 
Alumnae Ar ts Weekend, Prof. Robert Gard 
attempted to define the role of the small 
college, and particularly Bryn Mawr, toward 
the arts . 

As pr ofessor of drama at the University of 
Wisconsin and director of the Wisconsin 
Idea Theatre, Gard has worked ex- · 
tens ively to spr ead the arts throughout rural 
ar eas. Therefore, his view of the future 
of the arts was con_cerned with methods to 
increase and encourage participation by all 
people, and his view of the role of the small 
college was necessarily tied to this process. 

As background for his vision of the role 
of the small college, Gard presented a 

picture of the contemporary status of the arts 
in society. Although he noted an increase 
in acceptance and in amateur participation 
·after the attainment of the last geographical 
frontier, Prof. Gard pointed out that programs 
in secondary schools are still inadequate 
and that much is unavailable .to rural aud
iences. 

By comparing American institutional parti
cipation to that in Europe, Gard defined 

five agencies who should be able to respond 
to the challenge of " stimulating necessity 
for the arts' ' : City, state, and federal govern
ments , civic organizations, and colleges and 
universities . 

Backtracking to express his reasons for 
seeing this new emphasis upon the arts as 
a great necessity, he spoke of the" way in 
which participation in the arts can lead 
men to refocus themselves on idealistic, 
humanistic goals in their '' search for 
wisdom." Since he saw the arts as flour
ishing after a materialistic foundation had 
been secured, Gard saw the present 
time as ideal for helping those people pour
ing into .the cities, as well as dissatisfied 
suburbanites, through participation in com
munity arts councils. 

Returning to his subject of the role of the 
s mall college and the arts, Gard 
spoke of the advantages to student grounded 
in more than a few subjects. He also spoke 
of the advantages society would gain if 
its educated citizens took the place of pos
sible future censors (presumable as a col
lective ARBITER ELEGANTIAE). 

Pointing out that leadership of programs 
of mass participation was not coming from 
graduates of profes sional schools in pro
grams of art, drama, etc,, Gard pro- . 
jected the s mall colege into the role of pro
vider pf that leadership - -since the govern
ment is apparently unwilling to undertake 
the job. 

Since the students who attend that college 
have been inadequately exposed to the arts 
in secondary school, the college must attempt 
to redeem these " damaged goods ." Turn
ing to Bryn Mawr, Gard said that 
a lthough the academic excellence of the 
school is recognized, students should be 
informed also that they have a responsi 
bility to become part of the " vital stream" 
dedicated to improvement. 

Although he related a case history of an 

unhappy matn major who was determined 
to get another degree in speech and find 
happines s running a community arts coun
cil, Gard warned that the small col
lege must somehow reach the " less highly 
motivated' ' student so that, as he summar
ized by reading from a pamphlet on com
munity affairs, this country could work to
ward a "fronher of the arts' ' and establish 
" democracy in art.'' 

Turning VlSlOnary, Gard foresaw 
the prospect of Bryn Mawr's attainment of 
" immortality" by dedicating itself to this 
mission. The school could depend upon 
its traditions, a reservoir of student in
terest, present evidence of student and fac
ulty involvement, and a will for innovation. 

In a brief final paragraph, Gard 
proposed that the college tackle the mon
umental problems of method and finance by 
issuing a statement of intention, organizing 
a study committee, and eventually establish
ing a coordinating agency for programs. 
Presumably this study group could undertake 
the entirely ignored problem of reconciliation 
of this new mission of the college with its 
old. 

BMC Saddled 
With Acute 
Parking Shortage 

Bryn Mawr College has too many cars 
for the available space, and this is cre
ating friction with the Bryn Mawr com
munity which resents student cars parked 
illegally on the streets of the town, said 
Undergrad representative Kathy Sherman. 

The Administration has stated its pol
icy for cars connected with the college, 
saying first that no students may have a 
car on campus unless special permission 
is obtained from the President. Further
more, before bringing the car to campus, 
the student must secure a permanent off
campus parking space for nights and reg
ister the location with the President's 
office. 

There are about 700 spaces for cars on 
the campus, Miss Sherman said. These 
700 must hold faculty, staff, and grad
uate cars, as well as those of under
gr ads. In addition, many of the construc
tion workers must park their car s in these 
places and Haverford students bring their 
automobiles over for classes. 

The most apparent solution, said Miss 
Sherman to build a new parking lot, is too 
expensive and would take up valuable space. 
A possible alternative would be to charge 
a registration fee and let all cars be 
parked on campus - at least for the night. 
Haverford students' using the bus instead of 
their own cars would also help the situation. 

The parking problem will be dealt with 
in depth by the residency committee now 
being formed by Under-grad and self-Gov. 

New Draft Lottery: Where Do Haverford 
Students Stand ? Answers to Main Questiom 

By Peter Goldberger 

The new nat ional draft lottery has pre 
sented young men a r ound the country, 
including nearly all Haverford students , 
with important questions about their future 
in relation t o the milita r y. . 

The most basic question is of cours e; 
how does the lottery work? What is the 
meaning of the numbers dr awn Monda y 
evening in Washington? 

Each young man is subject to the lottery 
only once. Thus, the 1969 lottery assigned 
to each man born between Jan. 1, 1943 
and Dec. 31, 1950, a number from 1 to 
366, based on a random order. He re
tains that number indefinitely, and it deter
mines his place in the order of induction 
during his nineteenth year or during the 
first year after that that he is not deferred. 

until the draft is further reformed, the 
deferment policies , conscient ious objector 
policies and phys ical and mental standards 
re main the same as under the draft law 
of 1967. Only the order of call has been 
changed . 

About 2 million men received numbers 
in this drawing. About 1.4 million of them 
meet minimum standards of fitness. Of 
these, about 850,000 are not deferred. 
The Pentagon wants about 250,000 draftees 
next year. Thus, only 30% of the unde
ferred 19 - to-26 - year-olds will be called 
for induction during 1970, and all of them 
will be no longer vulnerable to the draft 
(barring a " national emergency" ) after 
Decembe r , 1970. 

These 250,000 men will be drawn from 
the first 110 numbers plus as many more 
as are needed to fill local board quotas. 
Experienced draft counselors predict that 
in many localities, where boards are hard
pressed to fill their quotas, most of the 
next third of the numbers (down to per-

haps 240 or s o) may be called. 
How do Haverford students stand now? 

For those und~r 19, this drawing of the 
lottery does not apply. For those who ha 
be . d ve 

en ass1gne numbers 1 through about 
120, and who are presently deferred 2-s 
as students , they can _-be sure of 00. 
dr afted into military or alternative se Ing . rv1ce 
upon leavmg the College - un! . . • ess 
·they obta m other deferments or exemptions. 
Those num~red about 240 to 366 are al. 
most certa mly free of ever being requ· ed 
to face a military obligation. lr 

The chances of the middle third's ooing 
drafted depends on the quota in his ho 
hoard at the time he becomes eligible , ~e 
can obtain a slightly better picture be 
asking a draft counseling agency in t~ 
area how old the men are who are being 
inducted unde r _the 1967 Act, which stip· 
ula tes oldest first. If they are young 
that is in the 19-year-old bracket the~ 
his local board is probably harder ~ress
ed than _most and his chances of being 
ca lled a r e greater. 

Many students who guess that they will 
not be called have asked . if they should 
refuse their 2-S deferments and pass a 
"safe" year asal-Aorl-0. Thiscan 
be done, and if it appears that the stu
dent's number will be reached after an 
he is entitled to his 2-S back upon re.' 
quest so ,long as he has remained in school 
or at a deferable job while 1-A or 1-0. 
No one should take this course of action 
without first talking personally to a draft 

·counselor. 
An 18 -year-old who does not yet have 

a 2-S probably should not get one until 
he knows his lotte r y number, since ac
cepting a 2 -S under the present system 
carries automatic penalties. Again, see 
a draft counselor personally. 

Ad 1-loc Committee Forms 
To Study Commun·ity Relations 

Members of the commilnity concerns 
committee, the Black Students• League, 
the Executive committee of the students' 
Council, and William Anderson, head of the 
security Department, met this week to 
discuss the problem of security at Haver
ford and how it relates to the issue 
of community relations. 

Many of those present saw a close con
nection between security and com
munity relations. The fact that much 
of the theft and vandalism at Haverford 
is attributed to people from surrounding 
communities, especially Ardmore, sup
ports that argument. Anderson was 
asked the source of the security problem. 
He attributed it in part to people from 
Ardmore but no more than other neighbor
ing communities and from the College 
itself. 

Zelbert Moore, assistant to President 
Coleman, said that he felt much ' of the 
campus reaction to crime here had racial 
overtones. He felt that unsolved crimes 
here are often . attributed to the black 
community in Ardmore . Anderson said 
that this wasn't the attitude of the security 
men. 

Ted Williams, a member of the BSL, 
said, "I don't blame the guards for this 
but rather the students." He felt that 
student reactions often tended to be r acist 
in the sense that students tend to be more 
suspicious of black people on campus than 
white visitors. 

This feeling was echoed by Jim Irby 
who noted that he had a faith that the white 
community of Haverfor d could realize that 
its racial orientation was ill -founded . There 
was a consensus that a great deal of ed
ucation of the white community here 
was nece ssary before the suspicion 
between Ardmor e and Haverford could be 
reduced. 

After some discussion of the logistics of 
the security situation, the group centered 
its thoughts on the pr oblem of community 
relations. David Hofs tein noted that " fresh
men are taught to think of the Ardmore 
community in terms of crime and the 
security situation and never get to know the 
people there and change their initial im
press ion.' ' 

Irby agreed that there were many at-
titudes in both communities that 

needed changing. He and many o! the 
group felt that one way to do this would 
be to hold meetings at Haverford and in 
Ardmore in which members of the two 
communities could come together and talk 
about their common problems. In this 
way it was felt that Haverford people would 
begin to have another impression of their 
neighbors, and that people from Ardmore 
would feel less isolated from the College 
and less suspicious of the people here. 
Irby noted, "before we can improve com· 
munity relations we have to deal with 
the fears of the Haverford Community.' 
Preston Rowe, chairman of the community 
concerns committee said that "we must 
end the confusion of strangers and stu
dents with black and white.' 

Communities Unite 

Most of those present agreed that Marty 
Dickson's suggestion that the two com· 
munities unite to work on a project 
such as joint publication or organized dis· 
cussion groups would be of great help 
in increasing understanding, 

In future meetings the group will discuss 
plans for creating such projects. ruture 
meetings will be held at Haverford and in 
Ardmore, in keeping with the feeling that 
it is the responsibility of both communities 
to be involved in the formulation of 
activities. People interested in participating 
should contact Miss Dickson in the center 
for Nonviolent Conflict Resolution. 

String Quartet 
The de Pasquale String Quartet ani! 

Sylvia Glickman will present the sec· 
ond in their series of chamber music 
concerts on Sunday, Dec . 7, at 8 p.m. 
in Roberts Hall. Barbara de Pasquale, 
wife of William, will be a guest artist. 
The program includes the Beethoven 
String Quartet Opus 132, a Sonatine for 
two violins by Darius Milhaud and the 
Chausson Concerto for Violin, Piano 
and String Quartet. Tickets are $2.50, 
and $3.00, but all students will be ad· 
mitted free. -


